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Combinations for Victory
Savings in materials and machine time are vital to victory.
Substantial savings can frequently be effected by combining
elements. Typical UTC design refinements of this type are
illustrated.
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...

freedoms that are uppermost

in the heart of every American.
Workers in industry have toiled
unceasingly to build peak pro-
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This new honor will serve as an
additional incentive to greater
production.
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AN

OVERWHELMING RESPONSE!

When Ha.licrafters sent out an appeal for meters to
meet an existing shortage we knew the appeal
and it was to the extent
would :oe answered
that we want to take this means ... because we
cannot thank each of you ... of showing our sincere appreciation of your prompt aid to your
country's effort toward winning this war in
order that all of us may enjoy our freedom
the real American Way!

...

BUY MORE BONDS !
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MORE
B ONDS!
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TRIGGER TUBE
IS utilized in a
new vacuum tube for obtaining trigger
or relay action similar to that obtained
in a gas -filled tube, as reported in the
April 1943 issue of the Bell Laboratories Record.
Trigger tubes have many possible applications in telephone switching, but
their use has been limited largely because gas-filled types are noisy and
their ionizing and deionizing times introduce a delay in the trigger action.
With vacuum tubes there are no ionizing or deionizing times and the delay
in the trigger action is reduced from
around a thousandth of a second to
something less than a millionth of a
second. This thousandfold reduction in
the time element is of great advantage
in many applications. The reduction in
noise, which is also obtained with the
vacuum tube, is also an obvious advantage in telephone work.
SECONDARY EMISSION
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'The listening is often as important in this man's war as the doing or
the talking -so when I throw it over to a reconnaissance plane, an
observation post or general headquarters-this headset better work
and work right."
R)

GER

- soldier, it will work okay! It will work as right as

precision manufacturing, careful inspection and the determination of Utah workmen can make it.
Headphones are only one of the many products now being
manufactured by Utah for the armed forces. A wide range of
electrical and electronic devices is now being built in the Utah
factories important parts that must be made with split-hair precision in order to take their vital places on the fighting or war
production fronts.

-

It may be that you have a wartime problem that can be solved
with Utah parts. Utah engineers are experienced in electrical and
electronic problems. Utah production men are familiar with all
the angles of producing precision work in quantity and on time.

Write today for full information.

UTAH RADIO PRODUCTS COMPANY

846 Orleans Street

Chicago, Illinois

In Argentine: UCOA Radio
Canadian Office: 838 King St., W., Toronto
Cable Address: UTARADIO, Chicago
Products Co., SRL, Buenos Aires

UTAH WIRE -WOUND CONTROLS, RELAYS, JACKS,

RESISTORS, PLUGS, SWITCHES, MOTOR
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Fig. 1. Arrangement of elements of new

secondary emission trigger tubes.

The layout of the elements in one of
these trigger tubes is shown in Fig. 1.
The cathode, grid, and first anode are
like those in a W.E. 244A triode except
that a slot in the plate, or first anode,
allows about 10 percent of the electrons to pass through. These electrons
follow the dotted paths to the secondary anode which has a good secondary emitting surface. The secondaries are collected by the collector grid.
A change in grid potential of a fraction of a volt is sufficient to trigger the
tube on.
The amplifying characteristics of
the triode section of the tube are not
appreciably altered by the addition of
[Continued on page 8]
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Wherever
man goes even when
he's slashing through primeval jungle in some

hostilities cease you can look to JeffersonTravis for the finest radiotelephone equipment
made. As pioneers in this field we have developed new and exclusive improvements for
this remarkable electronic achievement. Today
they are employed by the United Nations
everywhere tomorrow they will he yours!

remote corner of the South Pacific, he is not
alone, thanks to the existence of the two -way
radiotelephone. In tomorrow's world. this.new
medium of communication will become an active
part of your business and social life. And when

-

JEFFERSON- TRAVIS
RADIOTELEPHONE EQUIPMENT
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TECHNICANA
[Continued from page 6]

Do You -Handle your mike with respect?
Fasten it securely to the stand?
Put cable where it won't be
tripped?
Clip cable to bottom of floor
stands?
Remember a cable's weight can
pull a hand mike off a slick table?
Send your microphone to the factory or its dealer if it gives trouble?
Pack it carefully when traveling
rough roads, or when subjecting
it to vibrations in any way?
Read the instructions very carefully?
Make sure the circuit is correct for the type of
mike you are using?
Keep your crystal microphone away from radiators, sunny windows and closed cars sitting in
the sun?
Protect your microphone cable from contact with
heat, light and oil, and keep it in a cool, dark
place?
Avoid pinching, twisting, pulling and kinking
the cable?

IF YOU CAN ANSWER YES
to all the above questions. you can logically expect long,
useful service from your microphone. Remember, always,
that microphones are sensitive instruments and will give
you better service under all conditions when they are treated
with respect. If your unit does not operate at peak performance, send it to the factory or to its dealer don't try home
repair jobs!

the trigger mechanism that puts it into
action. The tube may be extinguished
or returned to the off condition either
by momentarily establishing a potential condition on the secondary anode
that is just a little less in magnitude
than the critical potential, or by swinging the grid sufficiently negative to cut
off momentarily the electron stream.
This is still another advantage of this
new type of trigger tube. With gas filled tubes, the grid doses control once
the tube has fired, and the electron
stream can be stopped only by reducing the plate voltage below a critical
value.
MAGNETIC DISCRIMINATOR

To SEPARATE heat treated parts from
those not heat treated but of identical
appearance, a magnetic discriminator
has been developed. It works on the
principle that heat treating increases
the permeability and thus gives a
a stronger magnetic field. A system of
balanced magnetic fields used with an
oscilloscope provides easy visual determination of the difference.- Ohrnite
News.

*

ELECTRONIC TIMETER

A NEW ELECTRONIC time -interval meter

for accurately measuring extremely
short intervals-as low as 100 microseconds-has been developed by the
Special Products section of the General Electric Company. Specifically,

-

THIS

FREE BOOK TELLS YOU
HOW TO CARE FOR YOUR MIKE

..?otlVbt

Send NOW for your Free Copy of Turner's
new 8-page, fully illustrated, colorful Microphone Catalog. Each unit is engineered for
specific jobs and trouble-free performance.
Select the one best suited to your needs
at the
you want to pay

r

h

re

THIS NEW TURNER
MICROPHONE CATALOG

8

Time- Interval Meter

Tgrner
"nfi4"4/

Cedar Rapids, Iowa

the meter is designed for measuring
the time interval between two events
which can be converted into electrical
impulses, such as the elapsed time between the closing of two controls; between two impulses to a phototube;
[Continued on page 10]
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VOLUME CONTROLS
HAVE fifee THE FEATURES
RC

1

No single attribute is responsible for the definite preference so often expressed by
electronic engineers for IRC Volume Controls. Rather the fact that each unit embodies
all the important factors which make for dependable operation has earned the regard
of many of the largest users of

potentiometers.... For preferred performance under

severe conditions, for accuracy, stability and long life-specify IRC Volume Controls.

1- Metallized Element
2- Spiral Spring Connector

-5
4 -2
3

Finger Positive Contact

Sizes -11/s" and

11/4"

diam.

6- Available

for Salt Spray,
Sealed, and High Altitude
Performance.
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TECHNICANA
[Continued from page

81

and between an electrical impulse and
a light impulse.
Consisting of two units an electronic panel and a phototube with its
preamplifier stage-the meter has eight
ranges, selected by means of a tap
switch so that any time interval of a
length between .0001 second and 3 seconds can be measured. A standard indicating instrument calibrated in milliseconds gives a direct reading of the
time interval measured.
The normal input signals consist of
changes of light intensity falling on the
phototube or the making of external
electrical contacts. In the former case,
light values as low as 1 /100 lumen, or
an intensity of approximately 1.4 foot candles, can be used on the photo-tube
and still result in satisfactory performance.

-

Meet Your Specifications

To

PERFORMANCE is the real measure of success in winning
the war, just as it will be in the post -war world. New and
better ideas -production economies speed -all depend upon
inherent skill and high precision ... For many years our
flexible organization has taken pride in doing a good job for
purchasers of small motors. And we can help in creating and
designing, when such service is needed. Please make a note
of Alliance and get in touch with us.

-

USING HIGH CRYSTAL HARMONICS

ALLIANCE DYNAMOTORS
Built with greatest precision and
"know how" for low ripple -high effi-

in a lattice network, crystal harmonics at least as high
as the 23rd may be used for the direct
control of an oscillator circuit, thus
dispensing with harmonic generators
an important consideration in the design of compact u.h.f. transmitters.
Using this system, oscillators have been
built for frequencies as high as 150
megacycles using crystals with fundamental frequencies below 10 megaBY USING A CRYSTAL

ciency-low drain and a minimum of
commutation transients. High production here retains to the highest degree
all the "critical?' which are so important in airborne power sources.

-

ALLIANCE D. C. MOTORS

Incorporate precision tolerances

cycles.

throughout. Light weight -high efficiency-compactness. An achievement in small size and in power-toweight ratio. Careful attention has
been given to distribution of losses
as well as their reduction to a minimum.

Remember Alliance!

-YOUR ALLY IN

WAR AS

IN

PEACE
1. Arrangement used to include
crystal and three condensers in network

Fig.

The theory and circuits are described
Fair in the April 1943 issue
of the Bell Laboratories Record.
Of added interest is the fact that the
capacitances of the crystal are very
small, and those associated with it in
the lattice are also very small. It is
possible, therefore, to assemble the
[Continued on page 13]
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IS OUT THERE, TOO...
Out where the "fighting front" becomes grim reality instead

of a glib phrase, L L units are powering the"Walkie- Talkie"
that serves as the voice and ears of our advance forces.

It -s

a marvelously efficient two-way radio, of course.

But the Signal Corps knew that it couldn't be the useful,
reliable instrument it is, sinless it had a power supply that
whether
sonlfl keep it operating, under all conditions
in the destructive heat and grit of the desert, the paralyzing arctic cold, or the corroding humidity of the jungle.
Such a power supply did not exist until Electronic's
engineers designed a special, high- voltage vibrator power
supply- combined with storage battery, in a single, incred-

...

ibly light and compact unit.

... AND C,C WILL

Behind this and other EL power supply achievements
are years of intensive development of the technique of vibrator type power supplies, and the most extensive research
anywhere on power supply circuits. They have not only

produced amazing advances for many military purposes,
but promise revolutionary benefits for products of peace.
Wherever electric current must be changed, in voltage,
Vibrator Confrequency or type-for war or peace
verters will give the saine outstanding service that lias

-EL

singled them out for battle duty today.

r

Power Supply using rechargeable, non -spill storage battery for
operation of "W aikie- Talkie" radio equipment. Input Voltage: 4 Volts;
Output. Numerous Voltages, supplying alate and filament requirements of the equipment. Width, 31/2"; Length, 61 "; Height, 4% ".

VON

OW.

WHEN PEACE COMES!

BE HERE

,

LABORATORIES, INC.
ELECTRICAL PROC UCTS- Vibrator Power SupElectric Motor
Lighting
plies for Comrnunicanon,
Electric, Electronic and other Equipment
Operation
on Land, Sea or in the Air.

L.1.
Mobile, two -way radio telephones will be at work in peace -time on
in countless other places. El.
on farms
big construction projects
products will be on the job then, too, solving the power supply problem!

...

.

.

.

...

...

...

...

INDIANAPOLIS

To capture the power of the electron -to make it
behave and do a specific job -often requires control devices
which must be carefully selected and precisely engineered to fit
the conditions of the problem.
Automatic Electric relays and stepping switches, by bridging
the gap between the electron tube and the job to be done, are
helping to take new electronic ideas out of the laboratory and
put them to practical use. They are the "muscles" that make
electrons go to work.
Automatic Electric field engineers are today working with the
makers of electronic devices of every kind, offering time -saving
suggestions for the selection of the right control apparatus for
each job -and extending the benefit of the technique which
comes from fifty years of experience in electrical control applications. As a result, Automatic Electric controls are finding increasing use both in the implements of war, and in the plants
where war products are made.
If you have an electrical control problem- whether electronic
or not -first, be sure you get the Automatic Electric
catalog. Then, if you would like competent help in selecting the
right combination to
meet your need, call in
our field engineer. His
recommendations will
save time and money.

The

Automatic Electric line of control
devices includes:

:fitRELAYS

-A

heavy duty types, for
operation on a -c or
d -e power, and with
endless coil and contact combinations.

Chicago,

Ill.

MUSCLES FOR
14

STEPPING SWITCHES
-magnet driven se-

lector switches for

automatic or directed

selection of circuit
channels, in capacities

of 10 to 100 circuits.

LEVER KEYS -Lock-

The Automatic Electric

ing and non -locking types in any

catalog of control apparatus includes also
o complete listing of
control accessories,
such as solenoids,

desired contact
combination, for
manual switching
of control or communication
circuits.

counters, jacks, plugs,
impulse senders, lamp
and target signals, etc.

Write for your copy.

AMERICAN AUTOMATIC
ELECTRIC SALES COMPANY
1033 West Van Buren St.

complete

range of light and
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EDITORIAL

ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY
* hruin an editorial in the April, 1943 issue of the
ritish journal Electronic Engineering, we learn that
the electroencephalogram was admitted as medico -legal
evidence in a recent murder trial. Records of brain
waves were examined by the jury and presumably
aided them in reaching a verdict.
More to the point are two paragraphs supporting our
own view with regard to the possibilities of employing
radio equipment for the study of mental and nervous
ailments, as expressed in our editorial in the March
issue. Mr. Parr, the editor of Electronic Engineering,
has this to say :
" \Ve are all fundamentally composed of the same
kind of electrons and whether they move in conductors
or in nervous tissue they are subject to the sane laws.
Already electrical analogies have been made to explain
certain phenomena in the human organism. Is it too
much to hope that a complete analogue of the nervous
system could be evolved, and with it the explanation of
much that is still the subject of speculation?
"If the problems are attacked by the physiologist in
close collaboration with the electron engineer it is probable that they will be solved in less time, and the viewing of many obscure phenomena from the electrical
point of view may provide the clue that the physiologist
is seeking."
Incidentally, for those who may wish to explore the
subject of nerve action the following books are worth
looking into : The Mechanism of Nervous Action, by
Prof. A. D. Adrian (Oxford University Press, 1935)
and the books A Bi -Polar Theory of Living Processes
(1926) and The Phenomena of Lifc (1936), by Dr.
George Crile.
I

;

TAILORED RADIO

*

Line- and nìctliuni- priced pre - fabricated or mass produced houses, turned out on the scale of automobiles, are planned for the future. Advancements in
many fields of science and the development of many
new materials now produced in huge quantities for war
equipment, contribute to the practicability of such a
venture.
Architects and engineers have already designed a
number of houses of this type which have conveniences
and a durability not to be found in present -day homes.
It is apparent that engineering has the upper hand in
these designs, even to the point of having influenced
concepts.
the architect in hi,
D

*

MAY, 1943

The manufacturing principle is predicated upon the
complete fabrication of units that may later be assembled rather than built into a house. Thus, electrical
wiring, plumbing, etc., are built into the walls or partitions at the factory and need only be joined to their
sources when the house is erected. Bathrooms, kitchens and heating plants are complete units in themselves
to which partitions are attached. And the primary
lighting and heating fixtures are built right into the
walls and ceilings. All in all, there is a disposition to
incorporate into the various units all utilitarian devices
that go to make up the complete home, leaving the matter of atmosphere to the furniture and decorations.
There is every indication that houses of this type will
be produced not by the thousands but by the millions,
in the post -war period. With a market of this size it
is worth considering now whether a radio for home use
should be classed in the manner of a piano, which has
both utility and beauty, or whether it should be looked
upon only as a utility in the same sense that a heating
system is, and be built into the house along with the
other utilities, just as radios have become an integral
part of an auto.
Radio broadcast receivers have suffered from at least
three limitations in the past. First, it has not been possible to provide audio quality at a reasonable price.
Second, it has not been possible to house the receiver
in a cabinet of a quality and taste comparable to other
pieces of furniture without the price of the cabinet
swamping the cost of the receiver chassis. Third, few
receivers other than those in the high price brackets
have had or can have the operating convenience that
they should have, principally because a radio other than
a midget is tied down to one spot.
All three of these drawbacks could be.eliminated if a
radio were made an integral part of the house. In the
first instance, with loudspeakers built into the partitions, and with the proper acoustic qualities built into
each room having a sound outlet, the nature of the
sound projection and dispersal would surpass that of
any present -day radio. In the second instance, the
radio would cease to be a piece of furniture. In the
third instance, operating convenience could be built
into the system in a number of ways, with a plug -in remote- control unit probably being the most logical.
Since all of the units composing the built-in radio
system would be removable for servicing, the door
would be left open for the sale of new receiver models
incorporating engineering improvements.- M.L.)\I.
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SPACE- CHARGE FREQUENCY MODULATION
HAROLD
i

* The need for a highly simplified and
extremely compact pack transmitter
utilizing the important transmission
characteristics of frequency modulation, resulted in the unique experiment
described here. Advantages of the circuit are, the elimination of reactance
tubes and a number of doublers, not
only conserving vital space and weight,
but also cutting the initial cost of manufacture by at least 50 percent.
Basic Principle

Referring to the original article on
electron -coupled oscillators (Dow, IRE
Proceedings, Dec. 1931), it is noted
that an increase of screen voltage will
cause a decrease in resonant frequency,
while an equal increase of plate voltage will cause an equal increase in
resonant frequency, assuming the ratio
of plate to screen voltage to be correct
for this equal and opposite compensation. Although no explanation of this
phenomena is given by Dow in his
original paper, it is obvious that this
shift of frequency is due to the effect
of anode voltages on the dynamic input
capacity of the tube circuit.
Fig. / shows the vector relationship

E.

ENNES

echnician, WIRF

of a properly designed electron- coupled
oscillator or compensated Hartley circuit, when the voltage E,. is of the
proper magnitude to draw Ep exactly
180° out of phase with Eg. Er or
"coupling voltage ratio" exists in an
electron -coupled oscillator from plate
to screen ; the plate circuit considered
in parallel with the triode oscillator
consisting of cathode, grid and screen
grid, and coupled by the space charge
existing from screen to plate. Inspec
tion of Fig. 1 reveals that a change
in transconductance due to Qµ or rp
will effect the magnitude of the vector,
but will not affect the phase, thereby
stabilizing the frequency. Thus, by
properly proportioning the voltage
ratio of screen and plate, the frequency
is made independent of small changes
in electrode voltages, except as these
changes affect the dynamic input capacitance of the tube.
The dynamic input capacity Ci of a
triode consists of the geometric or
static capacity of grid to cathode, C,, -,
plus the effect of the voltage amplification on the grid -to -plate capacity C,.
Ct =
where C,

Cgk.

+

(1

+

A cos B) Cgn*

= "Hot" input capacity
Cols= grid to cathode capacity
.4 = E, /E, or ratio signal voltage

developed in the plate to the
original signal voltage E,
e= phase angle of signal voltage
across load impedance to the
equivalent voltage -Ise,
Nnce for all practical purposes we
may consider O = 0° when ratio of
voltages is correct as in Fig. 1, we may

omit cos O from our formula since cos
0° = 1. Thus
Ci

Ck

+(.1 +1)

Cgn

Electron Flow

Fig. 1. Vector relationship of properly designed electron- coupled oscillator when the
voltage Er is of the proper magnitude to
draw Ep exactly 180 out of phase with Eg.
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For a clear explanation of the effect
of space charge on the input capacity,
it is necessary to consider the effect
of electron flow between electrodes in
* For derivation of this formula, refer to
Terman's Radio Engineering, second edi-

tion, page 232.
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Fig. 2. How action of suppressor on space
charge will affect charge on screen and
plate. and in turn affect transconductance.

It is customary under most
static conditions to assume electron
current flow in an electrode only when
electrons actually contact the surface
of the electrode under consideration.
This conception must be modified under
actual dynamic operations.
Considering the screen of an electron- coupled oscillator as the plate of
a triode oscillator, it is found that each
electron in the space between cathode
and plate induces a charge on the
screen the magnitude of the charge
being determined by the proximity of
the electron to the screen, this in turn
being dependent on the parameters of
the tube itself. By using Fig. 2, and
noting the direction of the electron motion as indicating arrows show, it becomes clear how the action of the suppressor on the space charge will affect
the charge on the screen and plate,
which in turn affects the transconductance of the tube, hence establishing a
relationship between space charge and
effective input capacity.
a tube.

;
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where g,, = grid- cathode transconductancc
(concerned with the effect of
cathode current through L)
g, = conductive component of grid cathode admittance
L--= cathode inductance

Fig. 3. Modification of the conventional electron -coupled oscillator,
designed so as to eliminate operation of the cathode above ground.

Actually this change of Ci results
from a change of the mutual conductance of the tube. A deviation of suppressor bias voltage results in changing the division of electrons between
screen and plate, a retarding field near
one electrode resulting in an increasing field near the other electrode. An
increase in suppressor voltage (decreased bias) results in a lower fo,
equivalent to the screen voltage -frequency curve. Instability due to modulation of screen or plate is avoided by
utilizing the suppressor as the trans conductance control grid, upon which
the signal voltage is superimposed.
The Circuit
The circuit of Fig. 3 shows a modification of the conventional electron coupled oscillator, designed so as to
eliminate operation of the cathode
above ground. This is an important
point for space- charge control of f re-

USING

THE

* In the vector algebra solution of
series- circuit equations the radio technician is often called upon to solve such
equations as the following:

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

E= 20+j30
Z= 200 +j45
50 =15 +jX or, 50= ß/R2 +X2
Z= 200 +j150

TYPE '57

-12V.
SUPP. BIAS VOLTAGE

Fig. 4. Characteristic of type '57 tube
used in space- charge f.m. transmitter.

quency since inductance in the cathode
lead would cause considerable instability so far as linear control of frequency is concerned. It may be shown

that
Ci

(A

+

1) Cgp

SLIDE RULE

-

9mg,L

IN VECTOR

can, however, greatly simplify such
problems by the use of slide rule calculation. These and other such equations may be readily solved with an ordinary "Mannheim" slide rule.
Equations (1), (2), and (4) are the
old familiar a2= b2- -c2 variety. Therefore. a= ß%b2 +c2. Consequently, assuming c to be larger than b:

Equations (1), (2), (3), and (4)
may be expressed in order as follows:
(5) E =x/202 -1-302

(6) Z =x2002 +7452
(7) X =x/502 -152
(8) Z= x/2002 +1502
These are simple problems to solve
even by the longhand methods. We

= Cgk +

a

c2

b

b2

=
or,

Thus it is apparent that theoretically,
if the term gmg,L were made equal to
Cgi + Cgp, the effective Ci would be
zero. This, of course, is impossible in
actual circuits since the effect of gmgtL
could not possibly be very large. However, when it is considered that gm and
gt change with a change of electrode
voltages, and gt changes also with frequency, it becomes obvious that this
cathode inductance should be held to
an absolute minimum for stable operation.
The tube used in this experiment by
the author was a type '$7, and the dynamic operation point was determined
by experiment. See Fig. 4. Extremely
small signal voltage was necessary
since a very slight change of suppressor bias proved sufficient for ±15kc deviation at the output of two
doublers. For practical field use, low
drain battery -type tubes would be used,
and this circuit should prove to be the
cheapest and most compact f.m. transmitter yet devised. It should be highly
satisfactory for narrow -band f.m. voice
communication. It is obvious, of
course, that the tube chosen for the oscillator must have the suppressor on a
separate pin.
The basic design for an f.m. transmitter described in this article allows
a higher fundamental frequency from
which the first doubler works, and
eliminates several doubler stages necessary in conventional reactance tube or
phase modulators. Also, less trouble
from vibration should be experienced,
together with a more rigid construction of circuit elements.

il()2+1

a=hV (÷)2-{-1

(9)

ALGEBRA

Then for equations of this category we
can use formula (9) in place of (5),
(6), and (8). Formula (9) is readily
solved by the slide rule as follows:
Divide c by b and square the result.
This is done by setting b on scale C
over c on scale D. The result squared
is read on the A scale above the left
hand index on scale B. Add 1 to this
by moving the left -hand index of B to
the right by the amount of one on scale
A. The square root of this then appears on D under the left -hand index
on C. Adjust the slide to b on scale C
and read the answer on D under that
point. Thus we have with a minimum
number of operations solved any typical vector equation of the nature:
[Continued on page 65]
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UNIT(111

A RECORDING

SOUND FREQUENCY ANALYZER
portable and is intended for field testing as well as laboratory use.

*

A sound frequency analyzer, one
which will simultaneously measure and
record frequencies over a wide range,
designed by Western Electric Company
for wide industrial use, is now standard equipment for many manufacturers. Most recently, however, the sound
frequency analyzer has been appropriated by the medical profession for experimental purposes and is opening a
new approach to the study of faulty
heart action.
The Equipment

Designated the RA -281, the sound
frequency analyzer consists of three
units, a special filter, a special graphic
level recorder and either a moving coil
microphone or moving coil vibration
pickup, and is the only instrument of
its kind designed to meet the demonstrated industrial need of sound frequency analysis. The standard analyzer
covers the frequency range from 10 to
9,500 cycles per second and can examine this entire range on consecutive
bands as narrow as five cycles. Analysis is usually by the sweep method,
using a heterodyne analyzer and a synchronous driving motor coupled to the
dial so as to sweep through the frequency range in question at a definite
rate.

The Frequency Analyzer
This unit does double duty in taking

acoustic measurements. As part of the
complete system it is a continuously
variable sound frequency analyzer of
narrow band width. Used alone, the
turn of a switch converts it into a staThis vibration pickup, which responds
to the sub -sonic range of vibrations,
is associated with the Recording Sound
Frequency Analyzer. It works interchangeably with the 633A micro-

phone and weighs but

6

bilized feedback sound level meter.
When used as an analyzer, frequency
input is heterodyned to 50 kilocycles

ounces.

A special quartz crystal filter allows
frequencies within the selected band to
pass, rejecting energy of other frequencies. Four different band widths
are available and any three of these
can be built into the instrument. The
output of the analyzer is connected to
the graphic recorder which automatically traces on the chart the level of the
particular frequency through which the
analyzer dial is passing. With this permanent record to refer to, it is a simple matter to divide any sound into its
frequency components. Compact and
light weight, the equipment is readily

When the synchronous motor in housing
swings into engagement with oscillator dial
center) it progressively sweeps the frequency band extending from 10 to 10,000
cycles in a period of two minutes. An alternate scale extends from 100 to 9,500 cycles.
1

by a variable oscillator and the band -

Exposed view of the recorder chassis. In it, a stylus moving in obedience to impulses
picked up by a microphone, traces on a tape the volume or loudness of sound.

RADIO
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pass filter operates at that frequency.
A demodulator reconverts the passed
band to audio frequencies which are
further amplified and rectified for
measurement.
The analyzer can be tuned to any
frequency between 10 and 9500 cycles.
The two ranges of 10 to 1000 and 100
to 9500 are spread over the 180- degree
rotation of the tuning condenser.
The standard band width is 5 cycles.
This has a substantially uniform re-
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sponse, 5 cycles wide, centering at the
frequency to which the dial is set and
suppressing frequencies outside of that
range at the rate of approximately 45
db in the first 55 cycles.
Band -Pass Filter

The perfect analyzer filter would
pass all energy in a frequency band of
specified width and completely reject
energy of other frequencies. The filter
used in this equipment approaches
much nearer this ideal than previous
designs. It is of the lattice - network
type, hermetically sealed, using quartz
crystals for elements. Response within
the passed band is relatively uniform
and the suppression of frequencies
outside the band is not affected by temperature. Band widths of 5, 20, 50 and
200 cycles are available.
Recorder Unit
The recording unit traces on a chart
the changes in frequency level applied
to the input terminals. Levels are
plotted on a linear decibel scale, with
displacements proportional to the logarithms of the input voltage. The
chart covers a range of 50 decibels on
paper
inches wide and changes in
input level as high as 58 db per second
are followed faithfully by the stylus.
Several chart speeds, under control of
a lever, take care of different operating
requirements.
One unusual feature is the clutch
system, developed and used by the Bell
Telephone Laboratories. A very light
moving system is used, consisting of
stylus, attenuator wiper and drive cable
and is engaged to the constantly moving drive system through a magnetic
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Simplicity of operation characterizes
the RA -281 Recording Sound Frequency Analyzer.
It can pick up,
analyze and record
a pattern of sound
levels extending
over a band from
10 to

10,000 cya period of
two minutes. The
record so made is
both accurate and
permanent.
cles in

clutch only when motion is required.
The clutches operate in sliding contact
when not magnetically engaged, and
when energized their action is almost
instantaneous.
The Sweep System

In order to obtain a complete and accurate picture of the frequency components of any sound or vibration, the
sweep method of analysis is used. By
sweeping through the frequency spectrum under consideration and record-

wr.aa .,.r

.

.

-a

Schematic diagram of the RA -246 Graphic Level Recorder, a part of the Recording
Sound Frequency Analyzer. Note magnetic clutch system associated with diode V7.
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ing the exact level of each frequency,
it is possible to obtain a detailed analysis without incurring errors due to
frequency fluctuations in the sound or
vibration under test. Since the sweep
and paper drive motors are both of the
synchronous type, displacements on the
chart will correspond to fixed increments on the frequency dial, regardless of variations in frequency of the
power supply.
The sweep method requires a recorder which can accurately follow
very rapid changes in level-too rapid
for the usual glass -pen type used in
power plants and industrial practice.
While the exact speed depends upon
the sweep rate, filter suppression and
other factors, a minimum recording
rate of 50 db per second is generally
used. This high speed is accomplished
by the special stylus and driving system of the device without overshoot of
the stylus which might be misinterpreted as a noise component or tend to
confuse the true shape of the record.
Coverage of a wide decibel range on
the chart is required for most analyses,
a condition not readily met by voltage operated recorders. A 50- decibel range
is generally satisfactory and a uniform
decibel scale is preferable in interpreting the records.
The record is made in from 30 seconds to 2 minutes, depending upon the
frequency range covered
small fraction of the time required when using
an indicating meter. This time saving is of real value in tests in which it
is impossible to maintain steady speed
[Continued on page 64]
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DET ERMI NI NG

VACUUM-TUBE CHARACTERISTICS
WITH AN OSCILLOSCOPE
OSCAR

E.

CARLSON

* The response curve of

a radio receiver as seen on an oscilloscope with
a frequency -modulated input to the receiver is a graph of the output voltage
versus frequency. The scope is measuring the output voltage over a period
of time which is representative of the
frequency deviations plus and minus
the resonant frequency to which the
receiver is tuned. This leads to the
conclusion that a varying d.c. current
can be viewed on the screen of an os.illoscope by allowing the varying current to flow through a resistor connected across the input to the vertical
amplifier of the oscilloscope. The voltage produced by the IR drop across the
resistor will be measured by the oscilloscope deflection. Hence, by an arrange-

ment based on this conclusion, it is evident that the oscilloscope may be used
for the determination of vacuum -tube

characteristics.
Such curves, when shown on a scope,
prove an invaluable aid in the teaching of vacuum tube theory to radio
students. However, a more practical
reason for such curves is quite appar-

Fig. 2. Ep -Ip characteristic curve
as seen on oscilloscope screen.

Ip

Eg

Fig. 3. Eg -Ip characteristic curve
seen on oscilloscope screen.

as

ent ; the engineer or technician may
run actual curves on the tubes with
which he is working. This eliminates
the blind acceptance of the tube manual curves which are essentially a composite average of many tubes. It also
provides a very efficient type of tube
tester where a large number of the
same type of tube is to be tested.
Obtaining Plate Characteristic

Getting down to cases, let us assume
that we vary the plate voltage of a triode vacuum tube from zero volts to
Fig. I. Circuits for obtaining Ep -Ip characteristic curves. Circuit A uses
a.c. to vary Ep, whereas circuit B uses rectified unfiltered d.c. to vary Ep.

plus 100 volts and back to zero volts
at a rate of 60 cycles per second. With

MAY.
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Fig. 4. Circuit for obtaining Eg -Ip characteristic curves.

a constant negative grid bias the plate

current will vary from some minimum
value to some maximum value at the
same rate as the plate voltage is varied.
The varying plate voltage can then be
used to provide the horizontal sweep
voltage for the oscilloscope. The resulting pattern would be the result of
two identical frequency variations, in
phase. As we know from the fundamental uses of an oscilloscope, two pure
waveforms of zero phase difference
when impressed across the two sets of
deflection plates of an oscilloscope will
produce a 45- degree straight line trace.
In this application the slope of the
trace will be a function of the gain of
the vacuum tube whose characteristics
are to be obtained. The plate current
flowing would be represented by the
amplitude of the trace along the Y
axis and the plate voltage would be
represented by the distance of the trace
removed from the Y axis in the direction along the X axis. This would be
the Ip- Ep characteristic curve, or plate
characteristic curve, of the tube.
By using several values of grid bias
and switching these values alternately
in and out of the circuit at a high repetition rate by use of a commutator type
switching arrangement, a family of
these curves may be made to occur
simultaneously on the screen of the oscilloscope. The schematics for two
such arrangements using one fixed bias
voltage are shown in Fig. 1.

The method of Fig. 1 -A for varying
the plate voltage through the desired
range from zero to a high positive
value uses a 60 -cycle a.c. voltage to
buck out and add to the battery voltage.
This a.c. voltage may be obtained
through a multi-tap transformer or by
the use of a Variac. It must be remembered that the a.c. voltage will buck or
add to the battery at continuously
changing amounts over a period of
time. Consequently the peak a.c. voltage must be considered. Thus, to buck
100 volts of battery voltage to zero we
must use only 70.7 volts r.m.s. a.c. voltage. This would be the value measured
on a regular a.c. voltmeter.
Fig. 1 -B shows a schematic of a cir-

RADIO
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cuit employing the unfiltered output of
either a half -wave or full -wave rectifier. The amount of plate voltage obtained will then vary from zero to the
peak of the half-wave rectified voltage.
Varying peak potentials may then be
obtained by the simple expedient of
using a high -resistance potentiometer

to twice the battery voltage and will
buck the battery on the other half of
the cycle so that the grid will operate
at one instant at zero bias. The adjustment should be such that the grid does
not swing positive unless that is specifically desired for some particular
tube. The curve obtained is often called
the "mutual" characteristic.
The value of these curves is greatly
enhanced by simply calibrating the vertical amplifier in milliamperes for a
given deflection on the cathode -ray tube
and the horizontal amplifier in volts
for a given deflection along the horizontal axis. These calibrations should
be made for values commensurate with
the values expected from examination
of tube manual information of the tube
under test.
To use the same methods for screen grid and pentode tubes the other elements need only be provided with the
necessary operating potentials. It is
quite practical to construct a tube tester
designed to operate in such manner as
described herein. Such a unit would
provide a much more positive indication of the worthiness of a tube than
does the conventional "emission" type
tube tester.

Other Tube Characteristics

With the oscilloscope calibrated for
current on the vertical axis and for
voltage on the horizontal axis we can
determine the plate impedance, the mu,
and the mutual conductance of the tube
under test. The plate impedance, RP,

Fig. 5.

Method of finding Rp.

as a bleeder across the rectifier output
and taking the desired voltage from the
tap of the potentiometer to the low
side, or ground.
A typical Ep Ip curve as obtained by
this method is shown in Fig. 2.

Obtaining Mutual Characteristic
This process may be used to portray
the E9-1p curves on the oscilloscope
also, as shown in Fig. 3. This is accomplished by leaving the plate voltage
constant and varying the grid bias voltage from some negative value to zero.
This is easily accomplished by employing 60 -cycle house current used in a
circuit such as shown in Fig. 4. Here
the a.c. voltage on the control grid may
be supplied by a Variac or by a step down transformer with a potentiometer
connected across the secondary of the
transformer and the voltage taken from
the tap to one side of the potentiometer
The a.c. voltage is used to aid the battery voltage so that the grid voltage
will vary negative by an amount equal

MAY, 1943

is equal to AE,,/ Al,. At any two
points on the plate characteristic curve
we can find the voltage between these

points along the horizontal axis. This
is done, as shown in Fig. 5, as follows :
Drop two perpendicular lines from the
curve to the axis line, draw two lines
perpendicular to these lines from the
same points on the curve to intersect
the vertical axis. Remembering that
E,, is in volts and that I,, is in milliamperes, we can then divide the Ey by
[Continued on page 63]
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ADJUSTABLE -SPEED

AC ELECTRONIC
MOTOR DRIVE
T. R. LAWSON
Application Engineer, Electronic Section
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Adjusting speed compensation on control cabinet of Mot -O -Trol. The glowing thyratron
tubes control the current for the motor field.

* An adjustable -speed electronic motor
drive has been developed by Westinghouse that can be used in any industry
on applications that require constant
preset speed at varying loads over a
20 to 1 speed range and smooth, automatic acceleration and deceleration.
Flexibility of a direct - current motor
drive with an alternating- current supply is obtained, as the incoming a.c.
power is converted by grid -controlled
rectifier tubes and supplied to the armature and field of the d.c. motor. This
electronic drive provides constant
torque for all speeds tip to the base
speed of the motor and constant horsepower above base speed.

The search for a satisfactory motor
with exceptionally wide adjustable speed range to operate from alternating current has continued ever since
alternating current itself was first commercially used. Many solutions have
been offered with some degree of success, for instance, numerous mechanical drives using a constant speed a.c.
motor and variable speed output shaft,
modifications of the wound-rotor induction motor and slip clutch arrangements. Some industrial machinery is
supplied by a separate source of d.c.
power, even if it means individual a.c.,
d.c. motor - generator sets, so that a
direct- current motor with its desirable
characteristics might be used.
None of the special adjustable- speed,
alternating- current drives for general
purpose use are without some undcsir-
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NOT MORE THAN
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able feature, whether it be speed range
obtainable, speed torque characteristics, first cost, maintenance or mounting difficulties. In many instances
where direct -current power is available,
the standard direct- current motor does
not completely fulfill all requirements ;
such as, extremely wide stable speed
range, good speed regulation and
smoother automatic acceleration.

Electronic Control System
This electronic motor drive, known
as the Mot -O -Trol, was designed to
fulfill the desired requirements of an
a.c., adjustable-speed motor. The basic
idea is not new. Westinghouse has furnished such motor drives on special applications for some years, but recent
refinements eliminate many of the
earlier handicaps and make the new
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Speed torque curves showing control characteristics of the electronic motor drive under three operating conditions. In each case percent
of base speed is plotted against percent of full load torque. Left graph covers a 20 -to -1 speed range; center graph a 10 -to -1 speed
Right graph shows constant speed, from zero to maximum torque, is obtained at any speed within the operating range.
range.
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electronic system comparable or better
than other existing solutions.
Thyratron tubes supply a shunt wound d.c. motor with rectified a.c.
power. In general, the system consists
of a single or polyphase grid controlled,
thyratron tube rectifier, that takes power from an a.c. line and rectifies it into
direct -current output. The rectified d.c.
voltage is applied to a regular shunt wound, d.c. motor and may be varied
from zero to motor rated voltage (or
above) for d.c. armature control.
Smaller thyratron tubes used in the
control provide rectified d.c. field current for the motor. The field voltage
is held constant throughout the range
of armature voltage and then is reduced to provide greater speed range
by field weakening above the hase speed
of the motor.
This electronic control, shown schematically in Fig. 1, for motors
hp
and smaller, uses single - phase, full wave rectification on both field and
armature. For motors of larger horsepower rating a two phase full -wave or
three phase half-wave rectifier may be
used depending upon the most economical application of tubes. Four
pieces of equipment are involved.
These are the power transformer, the
electronic control, the control station
and the d.c. motor.
When mercury-vapor tubes are used,
an initial five minute time delay period
is required for tube warm -up. However, this time delay need occur only
1

once after the line switch is closed.

buttons is necessary to obtain a predetermined speed in either direction.
Speed adjustment may he made at any
time while the motor is running. Speed
control potentiometers are tandem type
to cover the entire range of armature
and field adjustment on a single dial.
Adjustment of the potentiometer
changes the firing point on the a.c. line
voltage wave at which the tubes fire
and thereby varies the output d.c. voltage as required.
Speed Regulation

The normal speed range by armature
control is 20 to 1, below the hase speed
of the motor, though a much wider
range, such as 100 to can he obtained.
Field control is used above basic speeds
for standard motors. This is normally
2 to 1, but the top speed is limited by
the mechanical limitations of the motor.
The standard electronic control automatically regulates the motor speed so
as to maintain essentially constant
speed at any setting regardless of load.
Through other small control tubes, the
d.c. voltage output of the main rectifier tubes is controlled to compensate
for speed changes. In a properly adjusted system, the speed over a 10 to
range will not vary more than 4
percent from a presestting, with torque
varying from no load to full load. Nor
will it vary more than 8 percent for
any speed within the speed range of
[Continued on Page 61 ]
1

Motor, control cabinet and control box
make up the complete Mot -O -Trol system.

The control is designed u, maintain
continuous heating of the tubes at all
times, even when the motor is stopped,
unless the line switch is opened or the
low- voltage protection feature operates.
The time delay relay contacts are in
the field control and armature control
circuits so that the "forward" and "reverse" push buttons are not effective
until the initial warm -up period is
over.
Speeds may be preset, within the design range. With two speed- control potentiometers and reversing contactors,
different forward and reverse speeds
may be preset so that only the operation of the forward or reverse push
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STANDARDIZATION Of RADIO PARTS
S.

K.

WOLF

Chief, Resources Branch,
Radio and Radar Division, WPB

* Standardization and simplification of
component parts of radio and electronic
equipment is more important today
than ever before. This equipment is
now being produced in a dollar volume
some 1500 percent greater than that in
the month before Pearl Harbor.
Only a limited additional amount of
plant expansion can be provided to
meet the tremendous needs of the
Army and Navy for equipment ranging
from tiny handie -talkies to complicated
and bulky electronic apparatus. Some
of this equipment had not even existed
in the wildest dreams before American
industry set to with a will and produced today's miracles in electronic research and development.
It is necessary, therefore, because of
* Chairman, War Committee on Radio
(C75).
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this limited plant expansion, to take
the utmost advantage of our present
production lines and tooling, as well as
to stretch our available supply of labor by every possible means.
The use of standard components in
equipment radically reduces the possibility of assembly-line stoppages due
to shortages of special parts, tailor made for individual equipment. It will
also reduce the number of separate assembly lines necessary for practically
identical equipment built for various
purchasers but which differs chiefly in
the minor details of the various components and sub -assemblies.
Likewise, the use of standard components means the elimination of small
runs in the case of the parts manufacturers because of small orders for special parts. It also makes possible more
extensive use of labor-saving automatic

machinery by the various parts manufacturers because of the increased
runs.
Whims Abolished

With the use of American War
Standard parts in radio and electronic
equipment, component manufacturers
will no longer have to comply with the
whims of any designer who may have
his own ideas of the specifications
which should apply for parts used in
equipment bought by the Armed Forces
on the so- called "performance basis."
Sometimes such whims have meant that
constructions, tolerances, etc., have
been insisted upon which have been unnecessary or have not been applicable
for the required use in which the
equipment was to be placed. In others
it has meant that inadequate tests and
designs have been called for which
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could not De quickly detected in the
short time military necessity has sometimes allowed for equipment type approval tests in the government laboratories. This has resulted in failures
and in necessary field modifications of
equipment when the inadequacies have
been discovered in actual military
usage. That this has been a serious
problem cannot be denied, since as a
chain is no stronger than its weakest
link so a radio equipment is no better
than its least reliable component part.
The actual work of establishing the
necessary standards for the component

parts of military radio and electronic
equipment is now being conducted by
the War Committee on Radio of the
American Standards Association. The
membership of this committee comprises representatives of the U. S.
Navy Bureau of Ships, the Signal
Corps Standards Agency, the Headquarters of the Army Service Forces,
the War Production Board, the Institute of Radio Engineers, and prime
contractors for radio equipment.
How Standards Evolve
Under the super 1-1(ni of this committee, subcommittees and task groups,
representing both the Armed Forces
and industry, meet jointly around the
table to draw up American \Var Standards. In these standards are included

the minimum number of necessary electrical characteristics for each item
chosen on the basis of preferred numbers; requirements for physical characteristics which use a minimum of
strategic and critical materials; a test
specification setting forth the tests and
requirements necessary to insure satisfactory performance of the component
under the terrifically severe conditions
of temperature, humidity, vibration,
and shock encountered in equipment
used by the Armed Forces ; and a type
designation or part number for all
standard parts. This number identifies
all the essential physical and mechanical characteristics of the particular part
as well as designating that they have
been produced to conform with the particular American \Var Standard in
which they are listed.
When the work of these task groups
and subcommittees is finished, all important individual and radio components will be American War Standard
components interchangeable between
various equipment used by the Air
Forces, the Ground Forces, and the
Navy.
The advantages to both the Armed
Forces and Industry of having these
American War Standards, on which
all interested parties have agreed as to
the essential requirements for any individual component. cannot be counted in

terms of dollars alone. On the fighting front the interchangeability of
standard parts means that equipment
which would otherwise have to be discarded because of lack of spare parts
can be speedily repaired and returned
to service. It means also a great improvement in the "spare parts problem," because no longer will the Armed
Forces have to maintain large and diversified stocks of all spare components in field repair depots scattered
from Iceland to Australia. Accompanying the lessening of demand for these
special spare parts is a consequent freeing of component fabrication facilities
for standard parts and a reduction in
the amount of critical materials and
parts destined for storage against possible lice.

Interchangeability
The standard type designation given
to all standard component parts means
that these part numbers can be used
for re- ordering, instruction books, circuit diagrams, etc., where in a few
letters they identify the essential mechanical and electrical characteristics
of a given part. It means also that the
various Armed Services can obtain
parts from each others' warehouses
with but little trouble, since the parts
will be identical even unto the numbers stamped thereon.
Easy
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A draft standard for external metertype resistors is now circulating in
printed form for comment and criticism from industry.
A standard for steatite radio insulators will be finally approved and ready
for use about May 15, it is expected.
Proposed standards for glass, glass bonded mica, and porcelain radio insulators will be printed for general canvass after compeltion of the pilot work
on steatite insulators.
A draft standard on high stability
fixed wire -wound resistors is being revised and will be recirculated for corn -

ment from resistor and test instrument
manufacturers before general canvass
of the radio industry is taken.
Volume Control Work Halted
Work on the draft standard for comVital link between battle headquarters and the fighting mechanized units is supplied by radio equipment such as this. Dan Veglia is lining up completed units prior
to final tests and shipment at the RCA Victor Division plant in Camden. N. J.

Another advantage of these American War Standards has already been
realized. Standard component parts
can now be and are being reallocated,
as the need arises, from one equipment to another in order to keep production schedules in balance and to relieve sudden needs which arise as production schedules are altered because
of changes in the military situation.
The work of the War Committee on
Radio has evoked international interest
among our Allies and its four American War Standards already approved
are being used for lend -lease supplies
and as a guide to the tooling up of
production lines abroad. It seems probable that component parts of American
equipment will in the not too distant
future be directly interchangeable with
those used and manufactured by our
Allies. These four American War
Standards are already in use in lieu of
former specifications in the procurement of components and materials for
radio and electronic equipment by both
the Signal Corps and the Bureau of
Ships.
Material Conservation
An instance of how far -reaching the
recommendations for simplifications
made by an ASA committee can be is
the case of small panel -type electrical
indicating instruments, such as volt ..ie :ers and ammeters where a reduction to 386 basic instruments in two
case sizes was accomplished. The permissible variations of these instruments
are only 4586, less than 5 percent of
the varieties previously furnished regularly by one large manufacturer. This

American War Standard on Electrical
Indicating Instruments, developed by an
ASA committee headed by R. B. Shep-

ard, Chief of the \\ I'R Simplification
Branch, has already seen use as a
guide to WPB-sponsored plant expansion and tooling in the American instrument industry.
In the case of American War Standard on Fixed Mica -Dielectric Capacitors (C75.3- 1942), the number of case
sizes available was more than halved
to 18. The standard ranges and characteristics were simplified to conserve
huge amounts of strategic mica, much
of which has had to be imported by
air from abroad, and of critical low loss molding material.
The other American War Standards
already approved include one on Ceramic Radio Insulating Materials, Class
L (C75.1 -1943) and another on Ceramic Radio Dielectric Materials, Class
H (C75.4- 1943). The first of these
will allow the use of a far greater
number of materials than in present
specifications used by the Armed
Forces and thus contribute greatly to
the opening up of the bottlenecks in the
production of various ceramic insulato... The second specification is the
first ever written for the materials used
in ceramic dielectric capacitors which
are coming into greater and greater
use today both in precision frequency determining circuits and as an alternate for mica capacitors.
The work of other subcommittees of
the War Committee on Radio is progressing smoothly and efficiently. The
draft standards for Fixed Ceramic Dielectric Capacitors and for Vibrators
are in editorial preparation for printing
for general canvass of the radio and
electronic industry as are similar standards for fixed wire -wound resistors and
for wire -wound potentiometers and
rheostats.
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position potentiometers and rheostats
the familiar volume controls of civilian
radio -is temporarily halted as a result
of lack of sufficient information as to
the performance of these controls both
on the part of the Armed Forces and
the manufacturers. The work of the
drafting group on this standard has revealed that the type of controls furnished in peacetime are not at all suitable for military usage. Manufacturers have undertaken an immediate research and development program on
these controls and at the same time
government laboratories are conducting tests on samples of various manufacturers, so that the limits set in the
proposed standard will not interfere
with production.
Various task groups are also working on drafts of proposed standards for
crystals and crystal holders and on reference test circuits for testing these
vital quartz frequency standards which
are used today by the million where
they were used by the hundred before
the war.
A draft of a war standard radically
simplifying the dynamotor situation,
which was first prepared by an Army Navy subgroup, is being reviewed and
revised by a joint Industry-Army -Navy
task group to bring it in accord with
the situation as seen by the industrial
representatives from a production
standpoint.
Because of the special characteristics
needed in communications and electronic equipment, new specifications for
both thermo- setting molded, thermomolding, and laminated -plate plastic
materials are now being drawn up by
another task group comprising representatives of the plastics industry, the
Institute of Radio Engineers, the
American Society for Testing Materials, and the Armed Forces.
In the offing to be activated as soon
as possible are committees or task
[Continued on page 66]
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NO.

I3- PERCENTAGE

MODULATION; MULTIPLE ANGLES; LATTICE NETWORK

and .' \N ere substituted for the peak
voltage, as shown in Fig. 3.
While the problem has been based on
a single sideband, it can easily be
shown that similar results can be obtained for the conventional double sideband system.
A somewhat more satisfactory arrangement and one more generally used
consists of a linear detector. In this
case the change in direct current and
the audio voltage are measured and
compared. The solution of the linear
detector for a double sideband amplitude- modulated radio wave is given in
Problem 5, Radio Design Worksheet
No. 11, page 30, March 1943 issue.
Let the radio wave be:
C

FIG.

DETERMINING PERCENTAGE
MODULATION

1

one root and sideband amplitude by the
other. Moreover, we know that CAS.
Whence, if we plot C or S as a function of Y with W as a parameter, we
have a family of curves such as shown
by the one in Fig. 2. The upper half
:

show that a measurement of
,liage and audio voltage can be

Problem:

peak .
used to determine percentage modulation of an amplitude-modulated wave.

.4K

:Applying

cos

.11.4

2T

(w-p)!

w2

+

S =1111,

(1)
(2)

etc.
etc.
If (1) is plotted with C as ordinate
and S as abscissa, we have a family of
curves as shown in Fig. 1 -.4. And if
is plotted we have a family of
( 2)
curves as shown in Fig. 1 -B. If these
C

CS

= Y1,

4

Y

have:
W2, W3,

Y2, Y3,

cos pt

- audio terni

There are in addition a number of
higher order modulation products
which must be filtered out. It is evident that the change in direct current
is proportional to the carrier amplitude
.1, the ratio being Mir where M is a
loss factor determined by the constants
of the detector.
It is also evident that the amplitude
of the audio term .11/,rXAK /2 is proportional to sideband amplitude, the
ratio again being .1! /r. Whence, the
ratio of d.c. to maximum instantaneous
audio current is proportional to the
ratio of carrier to sideband amplitude,
which in turn is proportional tn twr

s

C+S =iV
=

p)t

change in direct current

AK

The output of a square -law detector
would register an a.c. voltage of :
CS

-

11

't

Now, for different ratios of carrier
amplitude to sideband amplitude we

.4K

this to a linear detector

--

The output of a peak voltmeter will

register:

+ p)t +

yields:

Let the sideband be:
.S

cos (w

cos (w

An amplitude -modulated
\\ aye may contain one or two side bands. For our purpose let us consider
a single sideband carrier transmitted
radio communication.
Let the carrier be:
Solution:

C sin

-

A cos wt

FIG. 2

of this curve will represent C----=f(Y)
for a given value of Ii', and the lower
half will represent S = f(Y) for the
same value of W. Then vertical lines
parallel to the C or S axis will represent C/S =Z1, Z2, Z., etc.
A similar set of curves should be
drawn if a measure of r.m.s. value of

cent modulation K.

two figures are superimposed we have

Fig. 1 -C. Obviously the intersections
represent the percentage modulation or
ratio of carrier amplitude to sideband
amplitude. If we solve (1) and (2)
for C and S we find:

C=
and S

=

11'±

Vifn-;)"

iV± N'I1-''--.})'
s

-ince both

C and S are given by the
same two valued equations it is obvious

that the carrier will be represented by

rRADIO
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s
CS

=Y

FIG. 3
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SIN'tr

Derive an expression for
sins O in terms of multiple angles, tha;
is harmonics of O.
Problem:

sin °e

=

--

+0

cos 68

32

32

- - +=-+-- +
=- - +-- +-- +sine = - - 3e+ -sine
=-+-15

10

cos 28

cos 48

32

Solution:

have

From Euler's Theorem we

- e-io =

:

sin e

where

ci

=

2
j= V-1

1

ele

-e_jel

21

J

and e = 2.7183 which is the base of
Naperian logarithms.
1

=

sin "e

ele

1

=

--je

>\re(.v-2)j8

(2j)"
11'(N -1)

64

8

1

sin's

128

128

2C°

+

C-21eJ

Whence:

+ e-216

1

(-2)

256

2

=-- cos 262

cos 10e
cos

512

48- -cos 26
512

512
126

+512

In similar fashion it may be shown

that:

sin 5e
sin 79

=3

= 5 sin

=7sin

e

sin e

-

+

sin's

16

sine

e- 56sin'e+
sine - 64

sine -

= 9 sin

20

-4 sine

e

112

+
+

120 sine
576 sine

256

sine
sine

LATTICE NETWORK CURRENT
Problem: Apply I heveniu's Theorem to

determine current that will

flow

¡

e316

-C -31°

CO

Il

3

_

sin 39

(A +D) (B +C)

The current which would flow
through Z, terminating the network is:
ED(B +C)- EB(A +D)

7.o

2j

+-

X

Z,(A +D)(B +C) +AD(B +C) +BC(A +D)

-sine = --sine = =-I

1

=-

FIG. I

cos 2e

>

)

3

lattice network When voltage I: is applied to input terminals.

1

sin e

4

in 3e

4

4

1

cos 48

3

cos 28

8

+ -

8

5

1

(A +D) (B +C)
(A +D) (B +C)

Likewise, we have:

sine

+Z,

Z, (A +D) (B +C) +AD(B+C) +BC(A +D)
D(B +C)- B(A +D)

sin e

4

4

(B +C)

ED(B +C)- EB(.9 +1))

-C

21

14

sin 58

30

=

1

-e -aie) + (3c-i6- 3cie)]

16

put terminals of the lattice network
with Z, removed is from Iig. 3.
PE
BE
(A +D)

_
I

=--

FIG. 3

E

[e316-3ci°±3c-i°-c-316

B+C
AD(B+C)+BC(A+D)

The voltage appearing across the out-

cos 8e

512
210

1

1

9+D

(A +D) (B +C)

45

( -81)

[(c318

BC

256

through Z, (Fig. 1) if it terminates a

we have:

AD

126

10

-

=

Z.

sin

512
120

432

1

3

256
84

sin 5e

sin 9e

=

36

sin 7e

256

+

FIG. 2

128

9

sin 9e

sin 3e

,2j

70

cos 28

1

cos 6e

B

cos 68

128

1

=
sin'9 =

35

cos 8e

2 we have:

.in'e=
(-4)
c° =

EMIR

sin e

64

sin' °9

1

If N

sin 3e

i

N(N-1) (N-2)c(N-6)je
c-NjeJ (1)
2X3
1= V-1; 1==-1; l'=-i; j' =

sin28

35

21

sin 5e

256

4

zo

64

128

-

e(N-4)j6

=

sin 7e

cos 48

y

(2j)°.
Expanding by the binomial theorem,
we have:

If N

sin'6

56

Whence:

sin "e

32

7

1

sin 3e

16

8

+

-

10

16

sin e

Solution: Thevenin's
stated in Radio Design
6, October 1942 issue.

Theorem was
Worksheet No.

The impedance Z° looking into the
output terminals of lattice network
with E short circuited is faun Fi(r. 2.

Which is the current required. Obviously if E were applied through an impedance, the solution would have been
identical. Likewise, by comparing the
square of equation (1) times the resistance Z, with E2
we could determine the loss caused by the lattice
network. Lattice networks are of great
importance in communications, appearing in filter, tube, and bridge computations. Also, Thevenin's Theorem is a
most convenient tool in their solution,.
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REVISED LIST OF

ARMV -MANN PREFERRED TUBES
* The accompanying Army -Navy Preferred List of Vacuum Tubes, issued

March 1, 1943, supersedes the former
list, dated September 28, 1942 (page
n, October 1942 RADIO).
To those concerned with the design
and manufacture of Army or Navy
equipment utilizing vacuum tubes, the
following data is pertinent
1) The accompanying Army - Navy
Preferred List of Vacuum Tubes sets
up a group of unclassified general purpose tubes selected jointly by the
Signal Corps and the Bureau of Ships.
The purpose of this list is to effect an
eventual reduction in the variety of
tubes used in Service Equipment.
2) It is mandatory that all unclassified tubes to be used in all future designs of new equipment under the jurisdiction of the Signal Corps Labora:

FILAMENT

VOUS

1.4

DIODES

DIODE
TRIODES

ILH4

1A3

4) I he term "new equipments," as
mentioned in Paragraph 2 above, does
not include:
a. Equipments either basically new
or redesigned, that are likely to be
manufactured in very small quantity,
such as laboratory measuring instruments.
b. Equipments that are solely mechanical redesigns of existing prototypes.

tories or the Radio and Sound Branch*
of the Bureau of Ships be chosen from
this list. Exceptions to this rule are
hereinafter noted.
3) The term "new equipments," as
mentioned in Paragraph 2 above, is
taken to include:
a. Equipments basically new in electrical design, with no similar prototypes.
b. Equipments having a similar prototype but completely redesigned as to
electrical characteristics.
c. New test equipment for operational field use.

c. Equipments that are reorders
without change of existing models.
d. Equipments in the design stage
before the effective date of adoption of
this Preferred List.
The foregoing statements in Paragraphs 3 and 4 above are explanatory
in nature and are not intended to be all inclusive.
[Continued on page 63]

*Attention is invited to the fact that the
Radio Division, (formerly Radio and
Sound Branch) Bureau of Ships, has cognizance over all radio electron tubes
(vacuum tubes) used by the Navy Department.

PENTODES

TWIN

TRIODES

REMOTE

3A5

174

IG4GT

TRIODES

RECTIFIERS

CONVERTERS

POWER

INDICATORS

SHARP

L
1

1291

11115

ILC6

3A4

IR5

WI

991

3Q5GT

155

1299

5.0

5U4G

5Y3 -GT

6.3

6SQ7e
6SR7e

6H6+

9006

6J6

2C22
2C26
6C4

6SL7GT
6SN7GT

6J5"
1201

6AG5
6AK5
6SG7d'
6SK7e,

6AC7e
6AG7e
6SH7+

9003

9001

6S

6X5GT
&005

Are

12H6e

12SQ7e

I2J5-GT

12SL7GT
12SN7GT

I2SR7e

616G

6SJ7'i'

6N7GT
6V6GT
6Y6G

ITSG74,

12SH7e

12SK7e

12SJ7''

304TH
801 -A
811
826
833 -A
838
1626

TETRODES

807
813
814
1625

RECTIFIERS

TWIN
TETRODES

PENTODES

815
829

2E22
803
837

832

VACUUM

GAS

2X2

41125

3824

83

5R4GY
73R

866A
872A

371A
705A
836
1616

8005
8025

12A6e

1629

GRID CONI.

RECTIFIERS
394 -A
884
2050
CIB

VOLTAGE
VR -90

REG,

-30

VR- 105 -30
VR- 150 -30

PHOTOTUBES

918
927

CATHODE

RAY

2API
3BPI
5CP1

9EPI

C5B

8020

e Where direct interchangeability

RADIO

12SA7+

MISCELLANE9US

TRANSMITTING
TRIODES

6E5

6G6G

9002

12.6

684G

*

is

assu ed " GT" and "L" counterparts of the preferred metal robes may be used.
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A. STUDY GUIDE
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A -F AMPLIFICATION
Equivalent Generator Circuits

1. What is the most desirable factor
in the choice of a vacuum tube to be
used as a voltage amplifier? (11 -148)
The tube constant which must be
considered in the selection of a vacuum
tube to be used as a voltage amplifier
dfpends on the type of tube i. e., triode or pentode. In general triodes may
be treated as constant -voltage generators and compared on the basis of the

Fig. 2.

TUBE

Pertinent

Y

9m

characteristics

TRIODE 6C5

20

2000

10,000

of two triodes and
a pentode.

TRIODE 6SF5

100

1500

66,000

:

amplification constant, while pentodes
are treated as constant-current generators and compared on the basis of the

transconductance.

the amplification be-

ei,,

RE

conies µ

.

rp

+ Rr.

See Fig.

1 -B.

It is

apparent from this expression that the
gain of a stage is directly proportional
toµ and can never exceed this value.
See Fig. 2.

A. CONSTANT -VOLTAGE GENERATOR:

From the definition of the amplification factor µ, it is known that a small
change, eg, in the grid voltage will
cause the same change in plate current

B.

CONSTANT- CURRENT GENERATOR:

Because of the high plate resistance
of pentodes, it is difficult to evaluate
the amplification factor. Since the

A- Actual

triode circuit.

B- Constant

as a change of µeß in the plate voltage.
The space charge between the cathode
and the plate offers opposition, rp, to
the flow of this current. The triode
can then be thought of as a generator
with internal resistance rp. See Fig.
1 -B. This is known as the constant voltage equivalent circuit, since µc, is
independent of the load RL.
If we assume that the tube is a linear
device in which the ib -er, curves are
straight lines, thin At and rp of the

equivalent generator are constants.

The tube is then a distortionless amplifier. This assumption is justified in
practice if the signal is maintained
within certain limits.
Since amplification is the ratio of
the a.c. output voltage. 1: to the a.c.
,

10

20

50

34

100

40

RL

µ

rp +

R

9m RL

and Eo since plate voltage decreases as
grid voltage increases (becomes less
negative).
Class A

Amplification

Describe the characteristics of a
VOCUIIrn tube operating as a Class A
amplifier. (II -136)
3. What are the characteristics of a
Class A audio amplifier? (11 -166)
4. Describe what is meant bt' a Class
A amplifier. (11 -165)
2.

A Class A amplifier is one in which
there is a continuous (360 degrees of
each cycle) flow of plate current, normally without any flow of grid current. The grid bias, plate -load resistor,
and signal are adjusted so as to cause
the output voltage to be a linear reproduction of the signal. See Fig. 4.
Since plate current flows continuously, plate dissipation is relatively
higher than in other modes of operation. This results in low efficiency and
is a factor which must be considered
in Class A power amplifiers.
Bias

Fig. 1.

db

AMPLIFICATION

1650

PENTODE 6SJ7

input voltage,

AVERAGE

rp

Voltap

What is the purpose of a bias
voltage on the grid of an audio-frequency amplifier tube? (11 -144)
6. It'hal is the maximum permissible
r.m.s. value of audio voltage which can
be applied to the grid of a Class A au5.

voltage equivalent circuit.

tube's transconductance specifies the
change in plate current with respect to
grid voltage, it is possible to consider
the tube as a current generator. A
change, e0, in the grid voltage will
cause a change, g,,, X ce,, in the plate
current. This current flows from plate
to cathode through an impedance
formed by ry and RI, in parallel. RI, being very much smaller than ri the output voltage is equal to the current gme
multiplied by the load I?T,. Sec Fig. 3.
This is known as the constant current
equivalent circuit since gmeg is independent of the plate load resistor R,.
In this case the amplification is directly proportional to g,,,.
It must be noted that there is a 180degree phase displacement between e

9m

e9-

Eo'

Fig. 3. Constant current equi-

valent

circuit
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(9r., ea )13,
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pentodes.

LrtADtó

dio amplifier which has a grid bias of
10 volts? (VI -131)

Fig. 6. Indicating
the frequency components present in
the output wave
when the dynamic
characteristic is a

Class A audio amplifiers operate with
negative bias voltage, Ec, to prevent
the flow of grid current. The peak
value of the signal voltage should
never exceed the bias voltage. Since
the r.m.s. voltage is 0.707 X peak voltage, a tube biased at -10 volts should
not operate with a signal greater than
7.07 volts. In power amplifiers, particularly, this limiting value of signal voltage should never be applied if distortion is to be kept at a minimum since
the grid will draw current when its potential is still negative with respect to
the cathode. This is a result of sev-

second

-

OUTPUT

INPUT

f,+f2T=

degree

ft
f2

function.

Distortion

Does a properly operated Class A
audio amplifier produce serious modification of the input waveform? (II139)
8. When a signal is impressed on
the grid of a properly adjusted and operated Class A audio amplifier, what
change in the average value of the
plate current will take place? (III -

167)

linear

reproduction

of

Fig. 5 indicates the actual operation
of a 6C5 triode voltage amplifier with
normal bias, plate voltage, and load resistance. It is immediately apparent
that if the maximum permissible signal
is applied, the output voltage wave is
very unsymmetrical. The dynamic
characteristic which is plotted from
the load line indicates how the output
( plate current) varies with the input
(grid voltage). If this tube were operating as a distortionless amplifier, the
dynamic characteristic would be a
straight line. The curvature in the dynamic characteristic will determine the
distortion components present in the
output wave. In this example the dynamic characteristic has second degree
curvature and the output wave contains
approximately 5 percent harmonic distortion. The average value of the plate
current has also increased approximately 0.05 ma. This d.c. component is

input.

eral factors which involve contact potential, gas current and electron velocity.
Audio amplifiers commonly' use cathode bias as indicated in Fig. 1 -A. The
d.c. plate current /be, flowing to
ground through the cathode bias resistor R, develops a d.c. potential E, =
'be X R,. This places the grid at
ground potential and the cathode above
ground potential. The value of the bias
voltage is so adjusted that the oper-
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Fig. 5. Graphical illustration of the operation of a 6C5 as a Class A voltvolts and RI 100,000 ohms.
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AMPLIFIER

ating point is the midpoint of the linear
(straight line) portion of the 1,-E,
curve. See Fig. 4.

illustration of
Fig.
4.
Graphical
Class A amplification where output

fi

10,000,-,

f, - f2

1000^,

f, +f2

1t,v0U^

a result of the signal and hence represents rectification. When the d.c. plate
current of a Class A amplifier changes
with the application of a signal on the
grid, second harmonic distortion is al-

ways present. The peak value of the
second harmonic is equal in magnitude
to the rectified plate current.
If the signal voltage wave were made
up of two frequencies, say 5000 cycles
and 6000 cycles, the output wave would
contain a 1000 -cycle (6000 -5000)
component and a 11,000 -cycle (6000 +
5000) component. In this case the
1000 - cycle component would be decidedly objectionable. It is these combinations or sum - and - difference components which are generated by the
tube operating as a non -linear device,
that are truly responsible for the distortion. Fig. 6 indicates the frequency
components present in the output wave
when the dynamic characteristic is a
second degree function:
it, = a ± he, + cc 2.

*

METER STANDARDIZATION

Many small electrical instruments
used in radio and radar, such as voltmeters and ammeters, can be reduced
by standardization from sixty varieties
to one or two, it was said at a meeting
of the Electrical Indicating Instrument
Industry Advisory Committee with the
Radio and Radar Division of the War
Production Board.
The adoption of American War
Standards will facilitate the production
of instruments, many of which will become interchangeable. It also will simplify depot stocking and replacements.
Manufacturers said that simplification should not include the elimination
of special scale markings. Because

switchboard and portable instruments
are produced in small numbers, special
scale markings do not disrupt the routines of manufacture. Such markings
are functional rather than decorative,
it was said.
The Production Consultant to the
Instrument Unit was asked to work out
methods for comparing the demand
on industry with scheduled production.
The data will be used in scheduling deliveries of various companies.
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Covers from 550 kc. to 30 mc. on three bands. Electrical bandspread on all bands. Six tubes. Self contained speaker. Operates on 115 -125 volts AC
or DC.
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sehr hoher genauigkeit (A quartz -controlled clock for time and frequency
measurements of very high precision).

Phys.
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eration of absolute frequencies. Reports
presented by Radio Research Committee
of Nat. Res. Council of Japan to Int. Sci.
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H. E. Warren -A new time standard.
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S. C. Hight and G. W. Willard
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L. A. Meacham -High -precision frequency
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Bell System Monograph B -1232.
Rohde and Leonhardt -Quarzuhr und
normal frequenz- generator (Quartz clock
and standard frequency generator). E.N.
T., vol. 17, pp. 117-124, June 1940.
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Other Types of Frequency Standards
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in Report of Radio Research in Japan
(National Research Council of Japan)

bearing the titles "Intercomparison of frequency standards by means of modulation
emissions" and "Intercomparison of absolute values of frequency standards."
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Later reports bear subtitle " -the report of
subcommittee for frequency standards."
These reports give results of intercom parison of frequency standards in various
Japanese laboratories. (In English)
Vol. 4, pp. 77 -79, July 1934
Vol. 5, pp. 35-37, March 1935
Vol. 6, pp. 23-26, May 1936 (6th report)
Vol. 6, pp. 27 -29. May 1936 (7th report)
Vol. 7, pp. 17 -20, June 1937 (8th report)
Vol. 8, pp. 57-60, Oct. 1938 (9th report).
E. Giebe-Report on the results of measurements made at the P.T.R., 12th /13th
March 1935.
U.R.S.I. Proc. of Gen. Assembly, vol. 5,
part 1, pp. 324-326, 1938, (in English)).
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Oct. 1924.
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J. H. Dellinger and E. L. Hall -Radio
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Trans.
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American Geophysical Union (Nat. Research Council), twelfth annual meeting,
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14, pp. 227 -238,

March 1935.

E. L. Hall -Some data concerning the
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pp. 448-453, May 1935.
2.62

Abroad

H. A. Stowe-Standard frequency transmission in Australia. QST, vol. 11, no. 1,
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Transmissions of wireless waves of standard frequencies from the National Physical Laboratory. P. O. Elect. Engr. Jour.,
vol. 24, pp. 237 -238, October 1931.
I.. Essen- Description of the quartz control of a transmitter at 1785 kilocycles per
second. Jour. I.E.E., vol. 74, pp. 595 -597,
June 1934.
A. Wainberg-Nouvelle méthode de transmission des fréquences ë talonnes, pour le
controle périodique des differentes f réquencemetres dan les stations radioelectriques régionales (New method for transmitting calibrated frequencies for the peroidical control of the various frequencymeters in regional radio stations). Rev.
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Abstract of article originally in
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jour. des Telecommunications, vol. 1, pp.
179 -180,

-
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Scheibe and U. Adelsberger
Emission of standard of frequencies from
Physikalisch - Technische - Reichanstalt on
Physik Zeits.,
the Deutschlandsender.
1039.
vol. 40, p. 216, March
A.
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A. Scheibe -Zur werktaglichen assending der normalfrequenz 1,000,000 hz. und
hz.
der
440.00000
des stimmatones
quarzuhren der Physikalisch- TechnischenReichanstalt über den Deutschlandsender
(On the week -day transmissions of the
standard frequency of 1000.000 cycles and
the tuning frequency of 440.00000 cycles
from the quartz clocks of the Physikalisch - Technische - Reinchanstalt). Hochfreq. und Electroakus., vol. 53, pp. 145146, May 1939.
U. Adelsberger -Das steuergerät für die
assendung von normalfrequenzen über den
Deutschlandsender (The control equipment for the transmission of standard
frequencies from the Deutschlandsender).
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A. Scheibe and U. Adelsberger- Stand-

ard frequency transmission of the P.T.R.
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Electroakus., vol. 55, p. 132, April 1940
and subsequent issues. Daily deviations
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W. Uhink-The recording of the standard frequency of 1000 cycles of the Geodesic Institute at Potsdam. Zeits. f. Instrumkunde, vol. 60, pp. 107 -112, April
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Daily results from Feb. to Aug.
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3.

Multiplication and Division
of Frequencies

R. Lindemann -On the application of
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1912.

H. Abraham and E. Block -Mesure en
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Bibliography.
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van der Pol -On relaxation oscillations. Phil. Mag., 7th series, vol. 2, pp.
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Sure, winning the War is our big job right now. To
that end we here at National Union are exerting our
every thought and energy -both on our production lines
and in our research laboratories. But after the war
what then ? It is certain that for men trained in electronics
there'll be new worlds to conquer. For from today's new

-

applications of electronic tubes specifically developed to
help win the war -will emerge countless new peacetime
applications. It is here that American business will find
invaluable assistance in designing, producing and packaging the better products its post war customers will
want and demand. With the designers and producers of
these new products National Union will welcome the
opportunity to share its up-to- the -minute knowledge
and research experience.

PRECISION
Under the guidance of highly skilled
operators, the finest precision machine+
are employed to insure uniform high
quality in all National Union tubes. In
this photograph a bending machine in
the Stem Department is shown doing its
war job of helping to provide this yea
the largest number of the finest electronic
tubes National Union has eser built.
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Special Purpose Tubes Condensers
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Flashlight Bulbs
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Chicago Telephone Supply Company products
have been synonymous with quality workmanship and dependable performance for 46 years. From the
engineer's blueprint to the craftsman's finished product,
Chicago Telephone Supply products are planned to give
maximum operating efficiency and trouble -free long life.

11'7,11L

Variable resistors (carbon and wire wound), switches (separate

and in combination with variable resistors), plugs, jacks, key switches,
push switches, telephone generators and ringers and similar electronic

components. Also other devices not illustrated here.
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If you are a manufacturer of electronic equipment we
invite your inquiries. Our engineering skill, great production facilities and dependable delivery service are at your

disposal. Send us your specifications.

Representatives
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Kansas City. Mo.
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Branch Offices
S. J.
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Phone: Logan 0234

Phone: Walnut 5369
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Canada:
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pride to this organization.
The Lenz wire engineers are always
ready to consult
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wire and cable specifications. No mat-

ter how stringent and exacting the
requirements, how severe the conditions under which the equipment must
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..."
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selected

for this

operate, Lenz engineers will help you

find just the right wire for the job.
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Photo, Courtesy Mid-Continent Airlines showing current Wilcox installations

Uninterrupted Service
IS Vital to Safe Air Transportation
Dependable communications are the keynote. There must be no failure. For
years, Wilcox has made radio equipment to help carry on flight control safely.
Today, the `know -how" of Wilcox facilities is entirely devoted to manufacture

for military needs.

After peace is
There MUST

secured, the marvels of radio develop-

Be

Dependable Communications

Communication Receivers
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Transmitting Equipment Airline Rodio Equipment

ment will be working for better living.
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June 1904.
The Fleming direct -reading cymometer
and its application. Electrician, vol. 58,
pp. 495 -497, Jan. 11, 1907, and pp. 536537, Jan. 18, 1907.
E.
Nesper-Die frequensmesser und
dämpfungsmesser der strahlentelegraphie
(The wavemeter and decremeter of radio
telegraphy). (Book), 1907, Veits and Co.
(Leipzig). Descriptions and references to
equipment in commercial use prior to 1907.
Diesselhorst
Absolute messung der
schwingungen
wellenlaüge elektrischer
(Absolute measurement of the wavelength
of electric oscillation). Jahrb. Drat. Tel..
vol. 1, pp. 262-279, 1909. Methods used
in calibration of wavemeters at Reichanstalt.
G.W.O. Howe -The calibration of wavemeters for radiotelegraphy. Proc. Phy.
Soc. London, vol. 24, pp. 251 -259, 1912.
Abridged in Electrician, vol. 69, p. 490,
June 28, 1912.
J. O. auborgne- Practical uses of Ike
wavemeter in wireless telegraphy. (Book),
1913, McGraw Hill.
J. Zenneck- Wireless Telegraphy (translation by A. E. Seelig). (Book), 1915.
McGraw Hill. References to equipment
in commercial use prior to 1915.
J. A. Fleming-The principles of electric
wave telegraphy and telephony. (Book),
4th ed., 1919, Longsman (London).
Radio instruments and measurements, Circular no. 74, Bureau of Standards, 1918,
pp. 97 -108, Bibliography.
[Continued on page 461
43, pp. 1074-1077,
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Absorption Type Wavemeters

Dönitz -A wave meter. Electrician,
vol. 52, pp. 407 -410, Jan. 1, 1904. Translation from E.T.Z., vol. 24, pp. 920-925,
J.
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F. A. Kolster-A direct reading instrument for measuring the logarithmic decrement and wavelength of electromagnetic
waves. Bulletin of Bureau of Standards,
Sci. Paper no. 235, pp. 421 -455, vol. 11,
Aug. 15, 1914.
F. A. Kolster-A direct -reading decremeter and wavemeter. Proc. I.R.E., vol.
3, pp. 29 -54, March 1915.
A. Tsubouchi -Standardization of wavemeters.
Researches of Electrotechnical
Lab. (Tokyo). no. 115, Sept. 1922.
L. B. Turner-Wavemeters.
Wireless
World, vol. 15, pp. 381 -386, Dec. 17, 1924
and pp. 419 -422, Dec. 24, 1924. Discussion
pp. 454-458, Dec. 31, 1924.
M. S. Strock-An improved type of wavemeter resonance indicator. Sci. Paper of
Bureau of Standards, no. 502, vol. 20, pp.
111 -118,

March 6, 1925.

T. Nakai -Wavemeter. Electro- Technical
Lab. (Tokyo), circular no. 14, pp. 133134, 1925. Bibliography.
E. Giebe and E. Alberti-Absolute mes sung der frequenz elektrischer schwingungen: ein normalfrequenz -oder wellenmesser (Absolute measurement of electric
oscillations : a standard frequency or
wavelength measuring device.) Zeits für
Tech. Physik, vol. 6, pp. 92-103, 135 -145,
1925. References.
R. Braillard and E. Divoire -The exact
and precise. measurement of wavelength in
radio transmitting stations. Experimental
Wireless, vol. 4, pp. 322-330, June 1927,
and pp. 394 -401, July 1927.
R. Braillard and E. Divoire -La mesure
exacte et précise des longues d'onde dans
les stations d'emission (Precise measurement of the wavelengths of transmitting
stations.) L'Onde Electrique, vol. 6, pp.
357 -387, Aug. 1927.
R. Braillard and E. Divoire -Die genaue
messung der wellenlangen bei sendestellen

(Exact measurement of wavelength in
sending stations). E.N.T. vol. 4, pp. 443458, Nov. 1927.
W. H. F. Griffiths-Notes on the accuracy
of variable air condensers for wavemeters.
Experimental Wireless, vol. 4, p. 754 -757,
Dec. 1927.
W. H. F. Griffiths -The accuracy and cali-

bration permanence of variable air condensers for precision wavemeters. Experimental Wireless, vol. 5, p. 17 -24, Jan.

1928 and p. 63 -74, Feb. 1928.
W. H. F. Griffiths-The demonstration of
a new precision wavemeter condenser.
Exp. Wireless, vol. 5, p. 278 -279, May

1928.

W. H. F. Griffiths -Substandard wavemeter design. Exp. Wireless, vol. 5, pp.
324 -326, June 1928.
R. A. Hull -The frequency measurement
problem. QST, vol. 12, no. 10, pp. 9-19,
Oct. 1928.
Standard inductances for wavemeter and
other R. F. purposes. Wireless Engr.,
vol. 6, Oct. 1929.
H. Piesch-Ein einfacher Frequenzmesser
hoher gnanigkeit (A simple frequency
meter of high accuracy). Jahrb. Draht.
Tel., vol. 36, p. 211 -217, Dec. 1930. Bibliography.
W. H. F. Griffiths-Accurate wavemeter
design. Wireless World, vol. 26, p. 113
and 148. Jan. 29, 1930.
A wavemeter with alternative close and
open scales. Wireless Engr., vol. 10, pp.
255 -257, May 1933.
Mong-Kong Ts'en and Chin Tao Tsai
The theory, design and calibration of absorption wavemeter for one meter range.
Scientific Papers of the National Research

-

Institute of Physics, Academia Sinica
(Shanghai, China), vol. 1, no. 4, pp. 1 -17,
Sept. 1933. (In English.)
W. H. Moore -Simple ultra short -wave
wavemeters. Electronics, vol. 6, p. 311,
Nov. 1933.
A. Habermann-Wellenmesser und ihre
genauigkeit im bereiche kurzer wellen
(Wavemeters and their accuracy in the
short wave band.) Funktech. Monat sheft, Oct. 1934, no. 10, pp. 399 -402.
H. Ataka -A theory of the ultra- shortwave wavemeter with an auxiliary coil.
Journal I.E.E. of Japan vol. 55 (no. 12),
no. 569, p. 1040 -1041. Japanese only. English summary in Report of Radio Res.
in Japan, vol. 4, no. 3, abstracts p. 48,
Oct. 1934, and vol. 5, no. 3, abstracts p.
32, Dec. 1935.
L. Rohde -Ein

wellenmesser für dezimeter -wellen (A wavemeter for decimeter waves). E.N.T., vol. 13, pp. 13 -16,
Jan. 1936.
A.
Habermann -Frequenzmessung bei
Hochfrequenz. Resonanz- frequenzmesser
(High frequency measurements. Resonance frequency meters.) A.T.M., vol.
5, p. T76, June 30, 1936. Bibliography.
P. Gantet- Ondemètre pour ondes très
courtes ( Wavemeter for ultra- shortwaves). L'Onde Electrique, vol. 15, pp.
577 -584, Sept. 1936.

G. A. Kiandsky -On the calculation of the
frequency scale of a wavemeter with in-

verted linear condenser. Izvestia Elektroprom. Slab. Toka, vol. 5, pp. 18 -32, 1936.
Y. Miyamura -A new type of ultra- shortwave wavemeter. Report of Radio Research in Japan, vol. 7, no. 3, abstract pp.

30-31, Dec. 1937.
I. B. Selyutin -On the linear interpolation
of frequency corrections in the recalibra-

tion of wavemeters. Izvestia Elektroprone. Slab. Toka, no. 4, pp. 17-19, 1937.
K. Herold -Einfacher wellenmesser fur
den frequenzbereich von 3 bis 60 mhz (A
simple wavemeter for the frequency range
3 to 60 Mc.)
Funktech. Monatschefte.,
no. 3, pp. 70 -72, March 1938.
Y. Miyamura
new type of wavemeter
for ultra -short waves. Nippon Elec.
Comm. Engr., no. 12, pp. 340 -342, Sept.

-A

1938. Condensed translation of paper in
Japanese in Journ. of Inst. Elect. Comm.
Engr., of Japan, Nov. 1937.
B. W. Brown -A compact, sensitive wavemeter. Rev. Sci. Instr., vol. 10, p. 196,
June 1939.
H. R. Meahl -A high -frequency wavemeter. Gen. Elec. Rev., vol. 42, p. 279,
June 1939.
H. Straubel
Ein direkt -anzeigender
wellenmesser (A direct reading wavemeter). Hochfreq. und Elektroakus., vol.

-

54, pp. 94-96, Sept. 1939.

E.

Karplus- Direct reading wavemeter for

ultra -high frequencies. Gen. Radio Exp.,
vol. 15, no. 3, pp. 1 -2, Aug. 1940.
E. L. Hall
sensitive frequency meter
for the 30 to 340 megacycle range. Electronics, vol. 14, no. 5, pp. 37 -38, 91 -93,
May 1941.
5.2 iiezo- Electric Resonators
W. G. Cady-The piezo- electric resonator.
Proc. I.R.E., vol. 10, pp. 83 -114, April
1922.
Correction on the contents page,

-A

Aug. 1922.
G. W. Peirce-Piezo- electric crystal resonators and crystal oscillators applied to
precision calibration of wavemeters. Proc.
Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., vol. 59, pp. 91106, 1923.

E. Giebe and A.

Scheibe- Sichtbarmach-

ung von hochfrequenten longitudinal schwingungen piezoelektrischer kristallstäbe (Production of visible indications of
high frequency longitudinal oscillations in
piezoelectric crystal plates.) Zeits. für
Physik, vol. 33, pp. 335 -344, 1925.
D. W. Dye -The piezo- electric quartz
resonator and its equivalent electric circuit.
Proc. Phy. Soc. London, vol. 38, 399-458,
Aug. 1926.
G. Vallauri -Confronti fra misuse di f requenza per mezzo di piezorisunatori
(Comparison between measurements of
frequency by means of piezo- resonators.)

L'Elettrotecnica, vol. 14, pp. 682 -684, 1927.
Y. Watanabe-Piezo- electric resonators.
Journal I.E.E. of Japan, supplementary

issue no. 466, pp. 56-57, May 1927.
G. W. A. Cobbold and A. E. Underdown
-Some practical applications of quartz
resonators. Experimental Wireless, vol.
5, pp. 215 -219,

1930.

E. Giebe and A.
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Scheibe- Transversal-

schwingende Leuchtresonatroren als Frequenznormale in Bereich von 1000-20,000

Hertz (Light resonators vibrating transversely as frequency standards in the
range 1 -20 Kc.) Jahrb. für Draht. Tel.,
vol. 35, pp. 165 -177, May 1930.
W. A. Marrison -Quartz crystal resonators. Bell Labs. Record, vol. 10, pp. 194199, Feb. 1932.
G. Leithäuser and V. Petriilka-Über

normalien für wellenmessung der ultra kurzen wellen (On standards for measurements of ultra short waves). Funktech.
Monatschefte, 1932. Summary in English
in Electronics, vol. 5, p. 350, Nov. 1932.
Tourmalin plates.
E. Giebe and A. Scheibe -Über Leuchtresonatoren als hoch
frequenznormale
(Light resonators as high -frequency standards). Hochfrequenz. und Elektroakustik,
vol. 41, pp. 83 -96, March 1933.
R. Bechmann -Quartz resonators
Telefunken (formerly Telefunken -Zeitung),
vol. 18, no. 76. pp. 5 -15, July 1937.
S. Matsumura and S. Kanzaki-A new
type of direct - reading radio - frequency
monitor. Nippon Elec. Comm. Engineering, no. 12, pp. 377-384, Sept. 1938. Condensed translation of paper in Japanese in
Jour. of Elect. Comm. Engrs. of Japan,

-

Dec. 1937.
5.3

-

Standing Wares-Lecher Wires

O. Heaviside Electromagnetic Theory.
(Book), vol. 1, 1893, Von Nostrand, sec.
199-207, pp. 374 -403.
J. A. Fleming-Propagation of electric

currents in telephone and telegraph conductors. (Book), 3rd edition, 1919, Constable and Co. (London), chap. 6, pp.
191 -206.

E. Lecher-Eine Studie für electrische
resonanzerscheinungen (A study of electric resonance oscillations). Annalen d.
Physik, vol. 41, pp. 850 -870, 1890.
R. Blondlot-Stir un nouveau procédé
pour transmettre des ondulations électriques le long de fils métalliques. (On a
new method for transmitting electric

waves along metallic wires.) Compt.
Rend., vol. 114, p. 283, 1892.
J. M. Miller- Electrical Oscillations in
Antennas and Inductance Coils. Proc.
I.R.E., vol. 7, p. 299, June 1919. Discussion, vol. 7, p. 652, Dec. 1919 and vol. 8,
p. 424, Oct. 1920.
[Continued on page 48].
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April 1928.

H. Mögel -Einige methoden zur frequenzmessung von kttfzen wellen (A method
for frequency measurement of short
waves.) E.N..T., vol. 7, pp. 133 -140, April
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C. Southworth-Electron tube generators of alternating current of ultra radio frequencies. Radio Review, vol. 1,
G.

pp. 577 -584, Sept. 1920.
J. S. Townsend and J. H. Morrell-Electric oscillations in straight wires and
solenoid. Phil. Mag., vol. 42, p. 265, 1921.

F. W. Dunmore and F. H. Engel -A
method of measuring very short wave
lengths and their use in frequency standardization. Proc. I.R.E., vol. 11, pp. 467478, October 1923. Discussion, vol. 13,
p. 125, Feb. 1925, and p. 647, Oct. 1925.
M. Mercier- Determination of speed of
propagation of electromagnetic waves
Annales de
along conducting wires.
Physique, vol. 19, p. 248, and vol. 20, p.
5,

1923.

Hund- Theory of determination of
ultra -radio frequencies by standing waves
on wires. Sci. paper no. 491, Bureau of
Standards, June 23, 1924.
A. Hund- Correction factor for the parallel wire system used in absolute radio
frequency standardization. Proc. I.R.E.,
A.

vol. 12, p. 817, Dec. 1924.
E. Takagishi, K. Hatakeyama

and S.
Kawazor -A simplified method of calibration of a wavemeter by standing waves on
parallel wires. Researches of the Electrotechnical Laboratory (Tokyo), no. 177,
Aug. 1926.
E. Rössler -Zur fortpflanzung elektromagnetischer wellen längs leitungen

(Propagation of electromagnetic waves
along wires). E.N.T., vol. 4, p. 281, 1927.
C. R. Englund -The natural period of
linear conductors. B.S.T.J., vol. 7, pp.
404 -419, July 1928.
E. Takagishi -On a double hump phenomena of current through a bridge across
parallel lines. Proc. I.R.E., vol. 18, pp.
513 -532, March 1930.
J. B. Hoag- Measurement of the frequency of ultra -radio waves. Proc. I.R.E.,
vol. 21, pp. 29 -36, Jan. 1933.
O. Schmidt-Das paralleldrahtsystem als
messinstrument in der kurzwellentechnik
(The parallel wire system as a measuring
instrument in short wave engineering).
Hochfrequenz. and Elektroakustik., vol.
41, pp. 2 -16, Jan. 1933, Bibliography.
A. Hikosaburo -Ellipse diagram of a
Lecher wire system. Proc. I.R.E., vol.
21, pp. 303 -311, Feb. 1933.
R. King -Amplitude characteristics of
coupled circuits having distributed constants. Proc. I.R.E., vol. 21, pp. 11421181, Aug. 1933.
S. Ishikawa -Measurement of ultra -radio
frequencies by standing waves on wires
and its comparison with that by multi vibrator system. Researches of Electrotechnical Laboratory (Tokyo), no. 242
(Japanese with English synopsis).
A. Chilaev-A new absolute method of
measuring the length of short and ultra Izvestia
short electromagnetic waves.
Elektroprom. Slab. Toles. no. 11, pp. 31 -36,
1935.

Ataka and Mori -On a wavemeter for
decimeter waves. Report of Radio Res.
in Japan, vol. 6, no. 2, abstract pages 18Oct. 1936.
H. Ataka and T. Urano-On the measurement of the natural wavelength of wire
circuits with an ultra -short wave. Jour.
19,

I.E.E. of Japan, June 1936. pp. 747 -751
(Japanese only). English summary in
Report of Radio Res. in Japan, vol. 6, no.
2, abstract page 16, Oct. 1936.
H. Slatis-The effect of the condenser
leads on measurements with a Lecher sys-
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tern. Ann. der Physik, series 6, vol. 32,
pp. 734 -742, Aug. 1938.

J. Placinteanu -Wave propagation along
wires. Comptes Rendus, vol. 208, no. 24,

pp. 1890 -1891, June 12, 1939.
A. G. Clavier-Wavelength measurements

of decimetric, centimetric and millimetric
waves. Electrical Communication, vol. 20,
no. 4, pp. 295 -304, 1942. Bibliography.
6.

Radio Frequency Measurement

Installations
G. T. Royden -The

frequency checking
station at Mare Island. Proc. I.R.E., vol.
15, pp. 313 -318, Aug. 1927.
R. Braillard and E. Divoire -How broadcasting wavelengths are checked. Wireless World and Radio Review, vol. 22, pp.
219-222, Feb. 29, 1928. Brussels frequency
checking station of U.R.S.I.
G. Pession and T. Gorio -Measurement of
the frequencies of distant radio transmitting stations. Proc. I.R.E., vol. 17, pp.
734 -744, April 1929. Italian Royal Institute for Communications.
H. L. Bogardus and C. T. Manning -The
routine measurement if the operating frequency of broadcast stations. Proc. I.R.E.,
vol. 17, pp. 1225 -1239, July 1929.
R. Braillard and E. Divoire -The measurement of wavelengths of broadcasting
stations. Exp. Wireless, vol. 6, pp. 412421, Aug.
1929.
Brussels frequency
checking station of U.R.S.I.
H. Mögel- Einige methoden zur frequenzmessung von kurzen wellen (Some
methods for measuring the frequency of
short waves.) E.N.T., vol. 7, pp. 133140, April 1930. Telefunken Co.
E. L. Hall- Method and apparatus used in
testing piezo oscillators for broadcasting
stations. Bureau of Standards Journal of

Research, vol.

4,

pp.

115 -130,

January

Research paper no. 135. Bureau of
Standards.
Y. Namba-The establishment of the
Japanese radio -frequency standard. Proc.
I.R.E., vol. 18, pp. 1017 -1027, June 1930.
H. Mögel -Some methods of measuring
the frequency of short waves. Proc.
I.R.E., vol. 19, pp. 195 -213, Feb. 1931.
Telefunken Co.
I. L. Weston and R. J. Renton -Frequency
checking. The Department of Commerce
Monitoring Station at Hingham, Mass.
QST, vol. 15, Feb. 1931, pp. 9 -13.
J. J. Vormer and C. van Geel-Frequency
measurements of high accuracy. Exp.
Wireless, vol. 8, pp. 298 -303, May 1931.
Radio laboratory of Dutch state telegraphs.
A. A. Roetkin- Measuring the frequencies
of radio signals. Bell Labs. Record, vol.
9, pp. 585 -588, Aug. 1931.
Netcong station of A. T. and T. Co.
Radio problems-work of the Post Office
Laboratory at Dollis Hill and the Colney
Heath Frequency Measurement Station.
Electrician, vol. 107, pp. 662 -663, Nov. 13,
1930,

1931.

H. O. Peterson and A. M. Braaten -The
precision frequency measuring system of
R.C.A. Comunications, Inc. Proc. I.R.E.,
vol. 20, pp. 941 -956, June 1932.
H. Mögel -A service wavemeter working
in conjunction with the quartz clocks of
the Physiklisch Technische Reichsanstalt.
T. F. T., vol. 23, pp. 148 -152, June 1933.
1. \Vainberg and L. Segebart
stationary equipment for the exact measurement
of high frequencies. E.N.T., vol. 10, pp.
472 -476, Dec. 1933. U.S.S.R. State Lab-

-A

oratory.

J. G. Beard -Primary frequency standard has accuracy of 99.9999 %. Radio

Engr., vol. 14, pp. 15 -17, June 1934. Grand
Island, Nebraska monitoring station.
W. A. Steel- Primary frequency standard
and monitoring station of Canadian Radio
Broadcast Commission. Proc. I.R.E., vol.
22, p. 681, June 1934. Summary only.
W. H. F. Griffiths -Notes on the measurement of radio frequencies. Wireless Engr.,
vol. 11, pp. 524-532, Oct. 1934. Sullivan Griffiths apparatus.
K. Schmoll
Wavelength control in
Brussels in L-.I.R. Laboratory. Funktech.
Monats., no. 5, pp. 165 -172, May 1933.
M. Benesch- Short -wave measurement.
Elektrot. und Maschbau., vol. 53, no. 8,
pp. 90-91, 1935. Radio- Austria A. G.
Nues instrument für messungen in frequenzbereich von 30 hz.-1.6 mhz. (New
instrument for measurements in the frequency range of 30 cycles to 1.6 mc.).
Siemens Zeits., vol. 15, p. 450, Aug. 1935.
G. Espinasse-The French Centre of
measurement and control of radioelectric
transmissions. Ann. des Postes T. et T.,
vol. 24, pp. 808 -822, Sept. 1935.
At
Noiseau.
Broadcast frequency measurements at the
A.W.A. Research Laboratories. A.W.A.
Tech. Res. (Australia), vol. I, pp. 26-28.
October 1935.
B. Decaux-Les mesures de fréquences au
Laboratoire National de Radioélectricité
(Frequency measurements in the Laboratoire National de Radioélectricité). Rev.
Gin. dc l'Elec., vol. 39, pp. 305 -306, Feb.
29, 1936. Abstract of paper presented before Societé des Radioelectriciens.
W. M. Kellogg-A broadcast frequency
measurement set. Bell Lab. Record, vol.
14, pp. 307 -311, May, 1936. Bell Laboratories.
B. Decaux-Frequency measurements at
the Laboratoire National de Radioélectricité. L'Onde Elec., vol. 15, pp. 411439, July 1936.
E. Divoire -Präzisionsfrequenzmessungen
der internationalen kontrollstelle in Brüssel (Precision frequency measurements of
the international
control station of
Brussels.) E.T.Z., vol. 57, p. 818, July 9,
1936.
Abstract from Bull. Soc. Belg.
Electr., vol. 52, p. 89, 1936.
A. Sabbatini-The exact measurement of
radio frequencies. Alta Frequenza, vol.
5, pp. 630 -650, Oct. 1936.
P.T.T. section
of Experimental Institute of Communications in Rome.
H. J. Finden- Frequency standardizing
equipment. Wireless Engr., vol. 14, pp.
117 -126, March 1937.
H. A. Thomas -Frequency measurement,
a new equipment for the range 1 to 70
Mc /s, Wireless Engr., vol. 14, p. 299 -305,
June 1937. National Physical Laboratory.
H. V. Griffiths- Frequency measurement.
World Radio, vol. 26, pp. 12-13, March
11, 1938 and pp. 12 -13, March 18, 1938.
B.B.C. Tatsfield station.
N. Lea and K. R. Sturley- Frequency
measuring equipment. Marconi Review.
July -Sept. 1938, no. 70, pp. 1 -11. Marconi
type 482C equipment.
L. Sponzilli
Frequency measurements
carried out by the E.I.A.R. Control Center
at Sesta Calende. U.R.S.I. Proc. of 1938
Gen. Assembly, vol. 5, Part 1, 1938, pp.
230-235. (Italian with French summary.)
W. Guckenburg-Ein frequenzmesser bis
1000 mhz (A frequency meter for frequencies up to 1000 mc.). Hochfreq. und
Electroakus., vol. 51, pp. 189-190, June
1938. English translation in Reports on
advances in communication engineering
(Siemens, Inc., N.Y.C.)
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RACON Marine Horn Speaker is used in the cabin
of the world's largest bomber, the B -19. Approved by
the Bureau of Marine Inspection and Navigation, Department of Commerce, these units are also to be found
aboard U. S. Navy and Army Vessels. Weatherproof and
Stormproof RACON Acoustic Material, plus superior
engineering design, are reasons why many types of
RACON Horns are used by all branches of the Military
Services. Shipyards, war factories, air bases and training
camps that use public- address systems can select just
the type of speaker needed from the complete line
made by RACON.

MARINE HORN

The quality, efficiency and dependability of RACONs
have long been recognized. There's nothing finer. RACONs deliver more energy per watt input. Because of
RACON's exclusive Stormproof, Weatherproof, Acoustic Material the elements cannot affect RACON's efficient operation. Use RACONs when planning your next
installation. Inquiries are invited -perhaps we can help
you in some phase of the war effort. Ask for our free
catalog, too.

RACON

ELECTRIC

CO., 52
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*

RE- ENTRANT

TRUMPETS

19th St., New York, N. Y.

flACON
irRADIO

SPEAKER

Here are but two of the many RACOs Speakers and one of the many
P -M Horn Units. The Marine Horn Speaker is of the re- entrant type.
for marina and general p.a applications. %vailable In several sizes. front
5 to 50 watts. they may be used as loudspeaker or as microphone. (Approved by the Bur. of Marine Inspectl.n, Dep't of Commerce.) RACON
Re- entrant Trumpets occupY small some but afford a long horn that
carries highly concentrated sound elllci.'ntlr over long distances. Several
sizes available.
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Electronics in Auditory Research -D. M.
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A

Complete Oscilloscope Using the 902
Vol. XXIV, Oct. 1940,
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p. 33.
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Cathode -Ray Alphabet Machine -A. W.
Friend -Electronics, Vol. XIII, June 1940,
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p. 40.

Cathode -Ray Frequency Modulation Gen erator-R. E. Shelby -Electronics, Vol.

XIII, Feb.

1940, p. 14.

Improved Cathode Ray Oscilloscope Desien -\W. A. Geohagen-Electronics, Vol.
XIII, Nov. 1940, p. 36.
Tube Used as Aircraft Instrument Indicator- Electronics, Vol. XIII, March
1940, p. 36.

Amplifier for f) -C Galvanometer -A. W.
Sear -Electronics, Vol. XIII, Jan. 1940,
p. 28.

And ;o-Frequency Voltmeter -H. C. Likel

-Electronics, Vol. XIII, Dec.

-

1940, p. 32.

Band -Operated Oscillator- A. Bloch
Electronic.s, Vol. XIII, July 1940, p. 36.
Differential Modulation Meter -V. V.
Gunsolley- Electronics, Vol. XIII, Jan.
1940, p. 18.

-

-

Dosemeter
Diatherm Measur»ien'
Kraus & Teed -Electronics, Vol. XIII,
Dec. 1940, p. 18.

Electronic Method for Determining Distribution Curves-L. A. Ware-Electronics, Vol.

XIII, Oct.

1940, p. 36.

Electronic Flow Meter -J. M. Weinberger
Electronics, Vol. XIII, Jan. 1940, p.

-

30.

Logarithmic Electronic Voltmeter -P. J.
Selvin- Electronics, Vol. XIII, Nov. 1940,
P. 40.

-

Multi- Frequency Oscillator for Audio
Testing -J. Quinn
Electronics, Vol.
XIII, May 1940, p. 23.
^- F *Fnnenev Power Measurement -P.
M. Ilo:mell- Electronics, Vol. XIII, Jan.
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1940, p. 21.

Stroboscope Circuit -A. C. Street -Electronics, Vol. XIII, April 1940, p. 36.
Testing Ceramic Capacitors
T. Sherwood- Electronics, Vol. XIII, Sept. 1940,
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26.

"tuning Fork Stabilization-E. NorrmanE/ectronicc. Vol. XIII, Jan. 1940, p. 15.
Vacuum Tube Voltmeter for Coaxial Line
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Temperature coefficient Ifrom zero to
-.00075mmf /mmf / °C which is maximum negative. Thus in addition to
units with zero temperature coefficient
that are the most stable of all commercial capacitors, others with a uniform
rate of negative change are available
to compensate for normal positive drift
of other circuit components.
Flash tested at 1400 volts D.C. Recommended working voltage 500 volts D.C.
Power factor will average .05 % with
.1 % the passing limit. Power factor
does not increase with age. Leakage
resistance more than 10,000 megohms.

11ENTRALAB manufactures small purpose capacitors, widely used in high

frequency circuits where the ultimate
in stability and retrace characteristics
are essential. Centralab capacitors
consist of a thin wall ceramic tube,
spacing two tubular silver plates, one
inside and the other outside the ceramic.
The temperature coefficient of these
capacitors is determined by the ingredients of the ceramic dielectric and can
be controlled within very close limits.
Available in capacities from 1 mmf to
860 mmf. Greater capacities can be
obtained by paralleling two or more
units without affecting temperature

CENTR:11,:18

Dihision of Glohe -Union Inc.
Ceramic dieleetri.
for IOW power factor.
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IRE, vol. 26, No. 6, June 1938, p. 713.
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A Bridge Type Set for Measuring VacuR. Perniceum Tube Parameters
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Waves-G. Swift-Communications, Vol.
19, No. 2, Feb. 1939, p. 22.
Impedance Measurements on Broadcast
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Kahl -Bell Lab. Record, Vol. 17, April
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Impulse Testing -G. J. Siezen- Wireless
Engineer, Vol. 61, Aug. 1939, p. 391.
The Relation of the Carrying Car to the
Accuracy of Portable Field- Intensity
Measuring Equipment-T. H. DeWitt, Jr.,
and A. C. Omberg- Proceedings IRE,
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G. Linder -RCA Review, Vol. IV, July
1939, p. 83.

-H.

ceedings IRE, Vol. 26, No. 6, June 1938,

p. 734.

Theory of the Diode Voltmeter -C. B.
Aiken -Proceedings IRE, Vol. 26, No. 7,
July 1938, p. 859.
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Measurements of High Impedance at
Radio Frequencies and a Comparison
with the Ordinary Series - Resonance Meth ods-D. B. Sinclair- Proceedings IRE, 26,
No.

12,

Dec. 1938, p. 1466.

Measurement of the Plate Resistance of
High Frequency Class B and C Ampli fiers-V. A. Babits- Communication &
Broadcast Engineering, Vol. 4, No. 1,
Jan. 1937, p. 7.
The Radio Frequency Output Meter-P.
N. Honnell- Communication & Broadcast
Engineering, Vol. 4, No. 2, Feb. 1937, p.
8.

Cathode -Ray Engine Pressure Measuring
Equipment-H. J. Schrader -RCA Review, Vol. II, Oct. 1937, p. 202.
Frequency Errors in Radio- Frequency
Ammeters-J. D. Wallace and A. H.
Moore -Proceedings IRE, Vol. 25, No. 3,
March 1937, p. 327.
Magnetic Measurements at Low Flux
Densities Using the Alternating Current
Bridge -V. E. Legg -B.S.T.J., Vol. XV,
Jan. 1936, p. 39.
Technical Digests -Measurement of Telephone Noise and Power Wave Shaper. M. Barstow, P. W. Blye and H. E.
Kent-B.S.T.J., Vol. XV, Jan. 1936, p.
151.
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The Proportioning of Shielded Circuit for
Minimum High -Frequency Attenuation
E. I. Green, F. A. Keibe and H. E. Cur tis-B.S.T.J., Vol. XV, April 1936, p.

Measurements of Currents and Voltages
Down to a Wavelength of 20 Centimeters
-M. J. O. Strutt and K. S. Knol-Proceedings IRE, Vol. 27, Nov. 1939, p. 783.
Oscillograph Design Considerations -G.
Robert Mezger- Proceedings IRE, Vol.
27, March 1939, No. 3, p. 192.
An Ultra- High- Frequency Measuring Assembly-S. Sabaroff Proceedings IRE,
Vol. 27, No. 3, March 1939, p. 208.
A Phase -Shifting Device for the Rapid
Determination of Audio- Frequency Amplifier Characteristics
K. Spangenberg
and W. Palmer-Proceedings IRE, Vol.

248.

Some Applications of Negative Feedback
with Particular Reference to Laboratory
Equipment -F. E. Terman, R. R. Buss,
W. R. Hewlett and F. C. Cahill -Proceedings IRE, Vol. 27, No. 10, Oct. 1939,

A Logarithmic Cathode Ray Resonance
Curve Indicator -S. Bagno and M. Posner -Radio Engineering, Vol. XVI, No. 1,

-

27, No. 9, Sept. 1939, p. 555.

p. 649.

New Transmission Measuring Systems for
Telephone Circuit Maintenance -F. H.
Best- B.S.T.I., Vol. XVII, Jan. 1938, p.
1.

High Speed Motion Picture Photography
-W. Herriott -B.S.T.J., Vol. XVII, July
1938, p. 393.

An Optical

Harmonic Analyzer -H. C.

Montgomery- B.S.T.I., Vol. XVII, July
1938, li. 406.

Magnetic Shielding of Transformers at
Audio Frequencies -W. G. Gustaf sonB.S.T.J., Vol. XVII, July 1938, p. 416.
An .Audio Frequency Response Curve
Tracer
B.
Sherman
Proceedings
IRE, Vol. 26, No. 6, June 1938, p. 700.

-J.

-

A Magneto- Elastic Source of Noise in
Steel Telephone Wires -W. O. Pennell
and H. P. Lawther- B.S.T.J., Vol. XV,

April 1936, p. 334.
Microscope, the Vacuum Cell Luminescence-J. Gallup-RCA Review, Vol. I,
Oct. 1936, p. 80.
A Beat Frequency Oscillator-L. B. Hallman- Communication & Broadcast Engineering, Vol. 3, No. 5, May 1936, p. 10.
Direction of Motion of a Cathode Ray
R. Haynes-Radio
Oscillograph Spot
Engineering, Vol. XVI, No. 7, July 1936,

-J.

p. 21.

Jan. 1936, p. 15.
Beat Frequency Oscillators -A. W. Barber -Radio Engineering, Vol. XVI, No. 7,
July 1936,

p.

13.

Magneto- Striction Echo Depth Recorder-A. B. Wood, F. D. Smith and J.
A. McGracky- Wireless Engineer, Vol.
A

XII, No.

137, Feb. 1935, p. 81.

Strength Measuring Set Using
Thermal Agitation Noise as the Calibration Source -A. H. Mumford and P. L.
Barker -P.O.E.E. Jl., Vol. 28, Part 1,
April 1935, p. 40.
An R. F. Measurement of R, X and ZT. C. MacNamara-Wireless Engineer,
Vol. XII, No. 144, Sept. 1935, p. 471.
Measurement of Reverberation-H. Sabine- Electronics, March 1937, p. 30.
A Field

St. Obotron -E.

B. White-Electronics,
March 1937, p. 18.
Relativity's Reality Foils Development of
True Direction Instrument for Aircraft
-A. M. Dulley -Instruments, Feb. 1935,
p. 30.
A Method

F.

of Frequency Measuring -G.

Lampkin- Communication & Broad-

cast Engineering, Vol. 2, No.
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Field Strength Measuring Equipment
E. L. Gobe and C. B. Smith- Communication & Broadcast Engineering, Vol. 3,
No. 5, May 1936, p. 10.
Signal Generator, Attenuator Design -R.
F. Shea -Radio Engineering, Vol. XV,
No. 2, Feb. 1935, p. 12.
Oscillographic Tube Characteristic Curves
-H. M. Kozanowski and I. E. Mouromtseff -Radio Engineering, Vol. XV,
No. 1, Jan. 1935, p. 16.
The Cathode Ray Oscillograph -W. F.
Diehl -Radio Engineering, Vol. XV, No.
6, June 1935, p. 10.
Fundamental Tube Tester Design -L. D.
Smith -Radio Engineering, Vol. XV, No.
6, June 1935, p. 17.
A -F Band Response Oscilloscope -S.
Bagno and R. Posner -Radio Engineering,
Vol. XV, No. 6, June 1935, p. 19.
The Linear Multi -Range Electronic Volt meter-L. C. Pasley and M. W. Hornell
-Radio Engineering, Vol. XV, No. 7,
July 1935, p. 7.
Volume Indicators -F. X. Lamb -Communication & Broadcast Engineering, Val.
1, No. 1, Oct. 1934, p. 11.
A New Method of Measuring Distortion
-S. S. Egert and S. Bagno-Radio Engineering, Vol. XIV, No. 2, Feb. 1934,
p. 16.

Antenna Measuring Set -W. B. Lodge Radio Engineering, Vol. XIV, No. 4,
April 1934, p. 14.
P. Taylor
High Fidelity Monitor
Radio Engineering, Vol. XIV, No. 4,
April 1934, p. 32.
Testing Audio Frequency Equipment-H.
Clough -Radio Engineering, Vol. XIV,
No. 9, Sept. 1934, p. 16.
High Frequency Measurement -A. Hund
(Book) McGraw -Hill, 1935.
A New Harmonic Analyzer -B. G. Gates
-JI. of Sci. Inst., Vol. IX, No. 12, Dec.

-

-J.

1932, p. 380.

Balancing Cables by Inductive Networks
I. Pupin -Electrical Communication.
Vol. 10, April 1932, p. 218.
The Cathode Ray Oscillograph -J. B.
lolinson- B.S.T.J., Vol. XI, Jan. 1932, p.

-M.

-

-

The Method of Measuring R & L at R.
F.
Colebrook and Wilmotte Journal
lEE (Britain), April 1932, p. 497.
A Direct Reading A. F. Phase Meter
MacLear and Sivian-Jour. Ac. Soc.
Amer., April 1931, p. 419.
Accurate Method of Measuring Transmitted Wave Frequencies at 5000 and 20,000 Kilocycles per Second-E. L. Hall
Proceedings IRE, Vol. 19, No. 1, Jan.

-

-

1931, p. 35.

Some Methods of Measuring the Frequency of Short Waves-H. MogelProceedings IRE, Vol. 19, No. 2, Feb.
1931, p. 195.

-

Monitoring the Operation of Short -Wave
Transmitters-H. Mogel Proceedings
IRE, Vol. 19, No. 2, Feb. 1931, p. 214.
[Continued on page 541
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1927, p. 176.

Frequency Measurements with the Cathode -Ray Oscillograph -F. J. Rasmussen
-Bell Lab. Record, Vol. IV, No. 2, April
1927. p. 281.

-

Analyzer for Complex Electric Waves
A. G. Landeen -B.S.T.J., Vol. VI, 1927,
p. 230.

Analyzer for the Voice Frequency Range
-C. R. Moore and A. A. Curtiss- B.S.T.
J., Vol. VI, 1927, p. 217.
A Shielded Bridge for Inductive Impedance 14feasurements at Speech and Carrier
Frequencies-W. J. Schackleton -B.S.T.J.,
Vol. VI, 1927, p. 142.
Measurement of Inductance by the
Shielded Owen Bridge-J. G. Ferguson
B.S.T.J., Vol VI, 1927, p. 375.
Measuring Sets for Radio -A. G. Jenson
Bell Lab. Record, Vol. II, No. 4, June

-

1926, p. 177.

Transmission -Measuring Set -S. J. Zammataro -Bell Lab. Record, Vol. II, No. 3,
May 1926, p. 28.
Remote Control of Power Stations-F.
Zogbaum -Bell Lab. Record, Vol. II, No.

June 1926, p. 171.
A Method of Calibrating a Low -Frequency Generator with a One -Frequency
Source-S. Harris Proceedings IRE,
April 1926, p. 213.
A Radio -Field Strength Measuring System for Frequencies up to Forty Mega cycles-H. T. Friis and E. Bruce -Proceedings IRE, Aug. 1926, p. 507.
Discussion on Portable Receiving Sets for
Measuring Field Strengths at Broadcasting Frequencies -G. D. Gillett-Proceedings IRE, Oct. 1926, p. 699.
A Method of Measuring at Radio Frequencies the Equivalent Series Resistance
of Condensers Intended for Use in Radio
Receiving Circuits-C. N. Weyl- Proceedings IRE, Feb. 1925, p. 109.
A Method of Measuring Radio Frequency
by Means of a Harmonic Generator-A.
Hund-Proceedings IRE, April 1925, p.
4,

-

207.

-

An Electrometer Method for the Measurements of Radio Frequency Resistance
P. O. Pedersen- Proceedings IRE, April

-

1925, p. 215.

Novel A. C. Voltmeter -Wilson Journal
AIEE, May 1924.
Peak Voltmeter-Mershon-Journal AIE_E, February 1924.
Correction Factor for the Parallel Wire
System Used in Absolute Radio Frequency

-

Standardization -A. Hund Proceedings
IRE, December 1924, p. 817.
Note on the Measurements of Radio Signals-C. R. Englund- Proceedings IRE,
Feb. 1923, p. 26.

Further Discussion on "Resistance and
Capacity of Coils at Radio Frequencies"
H. Morecroft- Proceedings IRE,

-J.

Feb. 1923, p. 57.

'tan,iards al Capacity Particularly for

kadio Frequency Currents -J. B. Dempster and E. O. Hulbert- Proceedings IRE,

Aug. 1923, p. 399.
A Method of Measuring Very Short
Radio Wavelengths and Their Use in Frequency Standardization -F. \V. Dunmore
and G. H. Engels -Proceedings IRE, Oct.
1923, p. 467.

Resistance and Capacity of Coils at RaH. Morecroft -Prodio Frequencies
ceedings IRE, Aug. 1922, p. 261.
Oscillographic Study of Electron Tube

-J.

Characteristics -E. L. Chaffee- Proceedings IRE, Dec. 1922, p. 440.
Measurement of Direct Capacities -G. A.
Campbell -B.S.T.J., Vol.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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1922,

-

The Cathode -Ray Oscillograph and Its
Application in Radio Work -L. M. Hull
Proceedings IRE, April 1921, p. 130.
Rapid Determination of Distributed Capacity of Coils -R. R. Batcher -Proceedings IRE, Aug. 1921, p. 300.
Note on Radio Frequency Measurements
-C. Englund- Proceedings IRE, Aug.
1920, p. 325.

On Measurement of Signal Strength -W.
H. Eccles -Proceedings IRE, June 1919,
p. 267.

-

The Natural Frequency of an Electric Circuit Having an Iron Magnetic Circuit
H. G. Cordes- Proceedings IRE, Feb.
1919, p. 73.

The Measurement of Radio Frequency
Resistance. Phase Difference, and Decrement-J. H. Dillinger- Proceedings IRE,
Feb. 1919, p. 27.
Hysteresis and Eddy Current Losses in

Iron at Radio Frequencies -C. Nusbaum

-Proceedings IRE, Feb.

1919, p. 15.

Resonance Measurements in Radio Telegraphy with the Oscillating Audion -L. W.
Austin-Proceedings IRE, Feb. 1919, p.
9.

The Determination of the Audibility Current of a Telephone Receiver with the
Aid of the Wheatstone Bridge-E. W.
Washburn- Proceedings IRE, April 1918,
p. 991.

Harmonic Method of Calibrating a Wave

Meter-E. L. Chaffee -Proceedings IRE,
Oct. 1917, p. 357.
Skin -Effect Resistance Measurements of
Conductors at Radio Frequencies up to
10,000 Cycles per Second -A. E. Kennelly
and H. A. Affel- Proceedings IRE, Dec.
1916, p. 523.

Null Method of Measuring Energy
Consumption in a Complex Circuit -A. S.
Kuhn- Proceedings IRE, Feb. 1916, p. 33.
A Direct- Reading Decremeter and Wave
Meter -F. A. Kolster- Proceedings IRE,
larch 1915, p. 29.
A Method for Determining Logarithmic
Decrements -L. Cohen -Proceedings IRE,
July 1914, p. 237.
The Seibt Direct Indicating WavemeterE. J. Simon and A. N. Goldsmith -Proceedings IRE, July 1913, p. 3.
The Relation between Effective Resistance
and Frequency in Radio -Telegraphic Con densers-L. W. Austin -Proceedings IRE,
April 1913, p. 35.
The Effects of Distributed Capacity of
Coils Used in Radiotelegraphic Circuits
F. A. Kolster- Proceedings IRE, April
A

-

1913, p. 19.
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Neither were planned for war
Were not raising new generations to die on battlefields; were not designing implements for future wars. We Americans are a peace and freedom loving lot, with an econcmy that is geared to the home ... washing machines,
automobiles, radio ..
But we first must finish an unpleasant job of blasting the daylights out of
those who deliberately attacked our way of life. For that purpose, we've given
our men. And our men are getting the very best tools for that piece of grim
business.
We thank heaven that change, progress and mass production are an
integral part of a system that enabled us to redesign our products for military
applications. True, our new designs were speeded by war necessity -but we
like to think of these latest Electra -Voice microphones as no different from the
others in our evolutionary scale.
For, as eagerly as any soldier on a fighting front, we retain a vision of
returning again to our natural mode of living. We plan to build better microfor music
for laughter ..
phones for civilian communication
.

...

-Mice
ELECTRO -VOICE MANUFACTURING CO., INC.
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MICROPHONES
1239 SOUTH BEND AVENUE, SOUTH BEND, INDIANA
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NEW PRODUCTS

ALLIED SEALED SWITCHES

controlled and, by means of a Class C
harmonic amplifier circuit embodied in
the units, accurate frequency carrier
signals are provided every 10 kc and
every 100 kc from 100 cycles to 45
megacycles. A carrier signal is also
produced every 1000 kc from one

-111'H

Allied Control Company's A3 and
Switches are sealed in Bakelite
their contacts against
the hazards of dirt, dust, sand and oil ;
the greatest individual factor of switch

14114111191Pmpalipi

failure.
This positive protection feature is
finding a ready welcome and acceptance
by manufacturers of electrical control
units for the newest types of aircraft
and ground equipment, especially for
use where climatic conditions cause
failure of ordinary types of equipment.

vidual feed -thru terminals, mounted in
bakelite, which are permanently held
in a metal strip in any combination desired. Factory production now includes
blocks having any number of units be-

A5

cases to protect

tween 1 and 10, but, because of their
unique sectional design, blocks can be
supplied with any number of terminals
needed.

Terminals have

ample clearances
leakage distances for circuits
carrying up to 300 volts, 20 amperes.
Center to center distance between terminal units is W. No. 8 screws are
used on each side of the terminal units
and

for

securing connection. The two
mounting holes at each end of the terminal base take No. 8 machine screws.
These new blocks, known as Curtis
Feed -Thru Terminal Blocks are offered
by Curtis Development and Mfg. Co.,
N. Crawford Ave., Chicago, Ill. Descriptive literature is available upon
1

Operating characteristics of Allied
A3 and A5 Sealed Switches arc: Contact Arrangements: Single pole, single
throw. A3
normally closed, double
break. A5- normally open, double
break. Contact Ratings: Non- inductive, 50 amperes at 12 and 24 volts d.c.
and 110 volts a.c. Operating Pressure:

-

1/

to

3/

pounds.

Plunger Travel:

request.
NEW GARNER FREQUENCY METERS

The Fred E. Garner Company has

megacycle to 120 megacycles. A convenient panel- mounted "on -off" switch
permits use of a 1000 -cycle modulated
note.
Special models designed for use under adverse conditions are available,
equipped with two precision crystals
that have been ground to produce exact frequencies of 100 and 1000 kc and
tested for efficient operation at temperatures from -35° to 55° Centigrade
and have temperature co- efficients of
maximum drift of only 2 and 3 cycles
per megacycle per degree Centigrade
respectively.
Models are available for either a.c.

or portable battery operation. Additional information may be obtained
from Fred E. Garner Co., 43 East Ohio
St., Chicago,

Ill.

*

CLAROSTAT TANDEM CONTROLS

A plurality of circuits -up to two
dozen if desired -can he controlled by
the single shaft of the "42" Series
Control developed by Clarostat Mfg.
Ce,., Inc.. 285 -7 N. 6th St., Brooklyn,
N. Y.

just announced production of four new
models of their "Tetrad" line of frequency meters. All models are crystal-

Travel differential 0.006 to 0.012 of an
inch. Over Travel: 0.050 to 0.070 of
an inch at maximum pressure. Vibration: 10 G for either horizontal or vertical positions. Weight: 5 ounces. Dimensions: 1 15/16 by 1 15/16 by 1 19/32
inches. The Allied Control Company.
2

East End Ave..

York.

I

at 79tlh St.1 New

This new control was developed to
meet certain radio and electronic requirements calling for the single control of several circuits. To produce
maximum rigidity in such tandem assemblies, as well as positive rotation
of all units without the slightest backlash, the "42" Series construction has
been worked out.
The new design of case for each unit
permits the nesting and locking of all
units into a compact stack. The metal
[Continued on page 761

*

CURTIS FEED -THRU TERMINAL BLOCKS

A new multiple terminal block, for
sub -panel and chassis construction, with
feed -thru terminals, has just been announced. This new terminal block is
designed to meet present -day demands
of electronic and electrical design,
which require external terminals, because of their wiring simplicity and

other advantages.
The terminal block consists of indi-
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The advancement of electronics has meant wider use of Ohmite Rheostats and Re-

sistors ... in science and industry, in laboratories, products and production. Engineers, scientists and manufacturers have come to know and rely on them for
accurate, dependable control of electronic tubes and devices ... from x -ray
to radio and television, from instruments and machines to airplanes. These
time -proved resistance units insure permanent performance.
Today, of course, Ohmite Rheostats and Resistors serve the Armed Forces and
Industry in combat, production and research in an all -out effort to speed Victory.
The electronic world of tomorrow will find Ohmite units ready to meet new
requirements and Ohmite Engineers ready to help you on any problem.
Write on company letterhead for helpful 06 page Catalog and Engineering
Manual No. 40 -an invaluable guide in the selection and application of
Rheostats, Resistors

and Tap Switches.

OHMITE MANUFACTURING CO., 4861 Flournoy St., Chicago, U.S.A.
Foremost Manufacturer of Power Rheostats, Resistors, Tap Switches.
D

*
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THIS MONTH
RMA NAME CONTINUED

Continuation of "Radio Manufacturers Association" as the name of the
industry trade organization, was decided upon by its Board of Directors
at its meeting in New York on April
15. There had been discussion of including "electronics," "radionics," or
some other term connected with the
new technical developments and possibly changing the name of RMA,
which was organized in 1924.
The Organization Committee of
RMA, of which :'dr. Leslie F. Muter,
past president of the Association, is
chairman, presented a unanimous report to the Board of Directors recommending that for the present the name
of RMA be continued. The Zenith
Radio Corporation offered RMA unrestricted use of its copyrighted word
" radionics." Members of the committee which recommended continuation
of the Association's present name include H. C. Bonfig, Glenn W. Thompson, A. S. Wells and Fred D. Williams.

*
HALLICRAFTERS AGAIN RECEIVES
PRODUCTION MERIT AWARD

The Hallicrafters Company, Chicago,
who were awarded their Army - Navy
"E" Burgee on September 9, 1942 have
again been cited for continued excellence in the production of communications equipment by the addition of stars
to their Army -Navy "E" Burgee.

This coveted award was accepted for
the Hallicrafters Company by W. J.
Halligan and R. W. Durst.
-

"E" AWARD TO SPRAGUE
The presentation on April 2nd of the
Army-Navy "E" Award to the Sprague.
Specialties Company, manufacturers of
condensers, resistors and many other
pieces of electronic equipment for the
war effort, took the form of a double
ceremony under one roof. Two "E"
Flags were received, one by the Beaver
Street Plant and one by the Brown
Street Plant. Employing over half the
industrial population of North Adams,
Mass., "Sprague Day" became a celebration in which the entire city assisted.
Following a buffet luncheon to out of -town military and civilian guests.
the program was held at the Brown
Street Plant, a hand and color guard
from Westover Field opening the ceremonies at 3 P. M. by raising the American Flag and playing the National Anthem. Governor Leverett Saltonstall
brought greetings from Massachusetts
and Mayor C. E. O'Brien congratulated the employees on behalf of the
city.
Brigadier -General A. A. Farmer, U.
S. Signal Corps, presented the two "E"
Flags to President R. C. Sprague and
two of the employees. Following Mr.
Sprague's speech of acceptance, Captain J. S. Evans, U.S.N., presented the

President R. C. Sprague interrupts his
speech of acceptance of the Army -Navy
"E" to observe it is first time he has
stood before all the employees of the
Sprague Specialties Co.

emblem pins to james F. X. Shea,
President of the Independent Condenser Workers' Union, Local No. 2, and
to four other employees representing
all the workers. Mr. Shea then accepted for both plants.

*

SHURE BROTHERS AWARDED

ARMY -NAVY "E"
The Men and Women of Shure
Brothers, Chicago, were awarded the
Army-Navy "E" for high achievement
in the production of war materials.
The "E" Burgee was presented to Mr.
S. N. Shure, General Manager of
Shure Brothers, by Lt. Col. Nathan
Boruszak. The presentation was made
at Thorne Hall, Northwestern University. Other Army and Navy men and
women on the rostrum were Lt. Col.
John M. Niehaus, Lt. Comdr. George
C. Norwood, Lt. Comdr. T. M. Brautigam, Major Eldon A. Koerner, Lt.
Robert D. Morgan, Lt. Barbara Rode,
Ensign Miriam Fullbright, S. I. Neiman. Presentation of the "E" Pin was
made by Lt. Comdr. George C. Norwood. Acceptance of the "E" Pin was
made by Marion De Block.
Master of Ceremonies was Jack Berman, Shure Sales Manager. Over 800
Shure workers and guests filled Thorne
Hall to overflowing and participated
in the presentation. It was the first
"E" awarded to an exclusive microphone manufacturer.
[Continued on page 60]
:

R. W. Durst, Marcia Davis, and W. J. Halligan displaying Hallicrafters' "E" Burgee with Star added.
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THIS MONTH
SICKLES GETS "E" AWARD
For excellence in the production of
radio equipment, the F. W. Sickles
Company and its employees were presented with the Army -Navy "E" by
Lieut. Col. Kenneth D. Johnson of the
Army Signal Corps. Col. Johnson told
the large audience of Sickles workers
that they had won the award "because
of the high quality and quantity of
your production." One Sickles item,
Col. Johnson said, leaped upward in
production some 350% after Pearl
Harbor, under the employee- management impetus to provide the fighting
forces with radio parts. Production
was increased 450% on another item,
the Colonel revealed.
The award was accepted on behalf
of the Sickles management by Roy F.
Sickles, company president and son of
the founder F. W. Sickles, and on behalf of the employees by William Meserve, president of the Mutual Benefit
Association.

MOTOROLA EARNS STAR ON "E" FLAG

One of the first Chicago firms to be

awarded a star on their Army -Navy
"E" Flag, for continued excellence in
production, is the Galvin Mfg. Corporation, 4545 Augusta Boulevard.
Ever since the original ceremony of
September 8, 1942, at which Lt. Col.
Paul F. Hannah presented the "E"
Flag and emblems to Mr. P. V. Galvin,
President, representing the Motorola
management, and Mr. P. J. Maloney,
representing the Galvin employees, the
Motorola factory has kept abreast of
and ahead of its production quota. It
is this record which led to the recently
awarded star.

--

S.

S.

N. Shure

(

left

i

shaking hands with

N. SHURE HONORED

At its April meeting the Association
of Electronic Parts and Equipment
Manufacturers ( formerly the Sales
Managers Club, Western Group) formally presented to one of its charter
members and past presidents, Mr. S.
N. Shure, General Manager of Shure
Brothers, a large decorated cake commemorating the recent Army - Navy
"E" production award to that company.
The presentation was made to Mr.
Shure by Jerome J. Kahn, Chairman
of the Association.
RMA, WITH IRE, ORGANIZING
TECHNICAL PLANNING BOARD

Plans of RMA, with participation of
IRE and cooperation of the Federal
Communications Commission, to estab-

Representing Galvin employees here are June Bauer and P.

J.

Maloney.

J. J.

Kahn.

lish a "Radio Technical Planning
Board" for the study of postwar services to the public, including FM and
television, were announced by Chairman James L. Fly of FCC on Wednesday, April 28, at the annual meeting of
the National Association of Broadcasters in Chicago. The FCC and other
government agencies will cooperate in

extensive postwar technical studies
planned of the use of ultra -high frequencies in the radio spectrum.
The RMA, through its Engineering
Department under Director W. R. G.
Baker, initiated the plans for the Radio
Technical Planning Board, following
suggestions made by Chairman Fly last
November at the RMA -IRE fall meeting in Rochester, N. Y. The scope of
RTPB organization and technical
studies is similar to that of the National Television System Committee,
which was organized by RMA with
FCC cooperation, and which Chairman
Fly said at Chicago "did a monumental work for the industry and the government."
Preliminary organization of RTPB
now is being completed and its operations will be financed entirely by RMA.
The tentative organization plan, after
revision, was approved by the RMA
Board of Directors at Ne'w York on
April 15 and later by FCC. It awaits
final action by the IRE Board of Directors. An initial appropriation of
$10,000 for RTPB operations was
made by the RMA governing board.
President Paul V. Galvin of RMA
and Dr. L. P. Wheeler, President of
IRE are to appoint the RTPB chairman, with the approval of Chairman
Fly of FCC. The RTPB board mem[Continued on page 66]
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continued

ELECTRONIC MOTOR DRIVE

[con/tutted jruni page

23 j

1. Normal variations in a.c. line
voltage have only a small effect on the
speed regulation.
Motors furnished with this electronic
control are selected to handle constant
torque load over the entire armature
control speed range (or up to the base
speed of the motor) and constant
horsepower over the field control range
continuously without exceeding safe
temperature limits. The frame size of
the motor will depend upon the base
speed rating and other operating characteristics. In most ratings it will be
somewhat larger than the standard d.c.
motor frame of the same horsepower
and basic speed rating. The reason for
a larger motor frame in most cases is
because of the high form factor of
pulsating current obtained from the
rectifier when the firing angle is phased
hack to obtain low output voltage and
consequently low motor speeds.
The control is arranged so that the
motor is always started at full field regardless of the setting of the speed potentiometer. If the speed is set above
hase speed, with weakened field, the
speed control does not become effective
and the field is not weakened until the
motor reaches base speed. Fast, smooth

20 to

acceleration is automatically obtained
through a special current -limiting device built as part of the standard unit.
The current -limiting device also works
from a small auxiliary control tube
that in turn controls the firing of the
main rectifier tubes. Thus, the voltage
output of the rectifier will be such that
a preset current limit will not be exceeded. For general applications, the
current -limiting device may be set over
a wide range up to 200 percent of rated
full -load motor current, so that accelerating characteristics may be varied
to suit load conditions. If unusually
high starting currents are required the
rectifier tubes must be carefully chosen
for their peak ampere rating, even
though the running load conditions do
not exceed the average ampere tube
rating.
The motor is quickly stopped with a
dynamic braking resistor that is not in
the motor circuit during running conditions. The amount of braking resistance is adjustable.
Vibration difficulties sometimes encountered with adjustable -speed drives
have been minimized, as the d.c. motor
is the only rotating part. No separate
line starter or field rheostat is required.
The electronic control may be mounted
in its own cabinet or installed directly
into the driven machine.

Our Engineering Staff is pleased to serve 45,848
Engineers, Technicians and Students with the

Shure Reactance Slide Rule

Mr. B. B. Bauer, Chief Engineer
of Shure Brothers, inventor of
the Shure Reactance Slide Rule

During these days, while our efforts are
devoted to the job of supplying the Army,
Navy, and Air Force with microphones, we
are pleased that our engineering department
has also been of additional service to industry.
45,848 engineers, technicians and students
have found the Shure Reactance Slide Rule a
big help in radio computations. Makes the
calculation of complicated problems in resonant
frequencies extremely simple. Also helps in
the solution of circuit problems involving
inductances and condensers. Covers a frequency
range of 5 cycles per second to 10,000 megacycles. Indispensable for radio and electrical
engineers, technicians and circuit designers.
If you haven't your Slide Rule -we will be
pleased to send it to you with complete
instructions. Kindly send 10e in coin
to cover handling.
SHURE BROTHERS
Dept. 174U. 225 West Huron St., Chicago, U. S. A.
Designers and 3fannfacrurers of Microphones and AcousticDevices
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NINTH EDITION

NEW REVISED NINTH EDITION
Revisions in this edition adapt it even better than ever before for war -training and general use; contains
added and simplified theory in the simplest possible language; added test equipment which can be
home- or field- constructed; and a review of mathematics for solving simple radio problems.

More than 600 pages; durably clothbound; goldstamped.
from us, postpaid; please add any applicable taxes.

$2.00 in continental U.

S.

Get

it from your favorite dealer, or direct

A.

Elsewhere, $2.25
Published by

Editors and Engineers,

1422 North Highland Avenue, Los Angeles

trade: Radio Darts stores. schools. and governmental units may order direct from us:
all other trade outlets should order through the nearest branch of the American News Co.. Inc.
To the
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ARMY-NAVY TUBES

"SHORTING" Switches

£ontinued from pane 31]
5) In the event that it is believed
that a tube other than one of those included in this Preferred List should be
used in the design of new equipments
for either the Signal Corps or Navy,
specific approval of the Service concerned, is to be requested from the
Signal Corps Laboratory concerned
with such equipment ; the said Laboratory will then make known its recommendations in the matter to the Office
of the Chief Signal Officer where the
final decision will he made and returned
to the laboratory for transmittal to the
party requesting the exception. When
Navy equipment is concerned, the request for exception shall be addressed
to the Bureau of Ships, Navy Department.
6) The publication of this list is in
no way intended to hamper or restrict
development work in the field of
vacuum tubes or vacuum tube applications.
7) This list is to take effect imme-

diately.

!

\

jI

-

type. As the

arm is rotated from one positicn
to another the adjacent contact

-

l,

li

points are "shorted "(bridged).

or

"NON- SHORTING"
This is the non -shorting

Switches

type.

rotated from one
to
position
another, the arm
fts up, and only one contact
is touched at a time.
As the arm is

I

MIN-

u

-7,1111=

magi:

THE

OTHER SHALLCROSS
Switches are designed for
use in your particular

is one of

field.
Let

Office of the Chief Signal Officer,
Headquarters, .Services of Supply,
War Department.
Chief of the Bureau of Ships,
Navy Department.

r

This is the shorting

Shallcross

many Shallcoss

Switches extensively Lsed
in instruments end in
many other applications.

answer

your problems.
Address Dept. C.123

SHALLCROSS
TUBE CHARACTERISTICS

No. 4605

ROTARY SELECTOR

SWITCHES USE SOLID SILVER CONTACTS,
BECAUSE SOLID SILVER

...

[Continued from page 23]

I, and multiply the quotient by
1000. This will be the numerical value
of the plate impedance in ohms.
The mutual conductance, Gm, is equal
to QI,/QE9X 103 and may be easily
computed from the Eg Iy curve when
that curve is traced on the oscilloscope
the

screen by the same methods as for finding R. The graphical analysis is shown
in Fig. 6.
The gain, or mu, of the tube equals
QEp /Eg which equals Gn,R9 /10e.
The mu may therefore be computed
from the Gm and RP values which are
found from the curves as shown above.
By these methods we can ascertain all
of the pertinent facts concerning the
tube, and whether or not any particular tube is within the specified tolerances for proper operation. In the
above calculations Ip is in milliamperes
and Gm is in micromhos.
For other information on measurements of this type and the data attainable by such methods, the following
texts are worth consulting: RCA Receiving Tube Manual; Electronics
Millman and Seely; Principles of Electron Tubes -Reich ; Radiotron Designers' Handá-ook -RCA.

1. Has the highest conductivity of materials
available.

2.

superior to silver -plating which wears off,
resulting in high resistance contacts.
3. Should it corrode the sulphide formed does not
appreciably increase the contact resistance.
Is

/

eteatard clad

-

le

Accurate Resistors- Switches Special Equipment and
Special Measuring Apparatus for Production and Routine Testing of Electrical Equipment on Military Aircraft
... Ships ... Vehicles .. Armament ... and Weapons
.
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SOUND FREQUENCY ANALYZER

[Continued f rom page

WHEN YOU NEED AN
UNBREAKABLE
RECORDING BLANK

USE THE

and load conditions for more than a
short period, such as in moving
vehicles.
War Use
The Medical profession became interested in the RA-281 after plant physicians at one of the country's largest
explosives manufacturing companies
turned to it as a possible method of accurately determining the degree of
heart muscle fatigue on the part of
workers in a particular section of the
chemical works.
Employees in this department were
unavoidably exposed to chemical fumes
which caused fatigue of the heart
muscles. When that fatigue reached a
certain point it induced fainting. The
medical problem : to devise a positive
method of determining the point at
which fatigue of the heart muscles
would bring about fainting; circumvent
a possible explosion that might injure
a number of men and wreck the plant
if a worker fainted while handling explosive elements. The use of stethoscopes was highly unsatisfactory as the
human element -the doctor's interpretation of the sounds heard -was too
great. The sounds of a normal or unfatigued heart differed only minutely
from those of a heart reaching the
danger point of fatigue.
By using three filters, plant physicians found that they could chart the
heart sounds of a worker before his
exposure to the chemical fumes. These
charts were compared with similar
charts taken of the heart sounds of
workers who had fainted from the
fumes. By a regular check -up on all
workers in the department and comparison of their charts with those
showing the characteristics associated
with fainting, the company physicians
have been able to prevent further fainting. Workers whose charts show muscular fatigue are immediately transferred to other departments.

MONOGRAM

PRESTO

... a paper composition base disc that will safely withstand mailing, all ordinary handling, shipment anywhere. Monogram discs
are lightweight, unaffected by temperatures above 40 °F. or excessive humidity, have a remarkably long shelf life.
While the composition base is not as smooth as the glass base
used for the highest quality recording discs, the coating material
is exactly the same, giving the same cutting qualities, frequency
response and long playing life. Surface noise is slightly higher
than that of glass discs but at the same time well below that of the
best commercial phonograph records.
With metal discs withdrawn from use, the Presto Monogram has
become the most practical disc for recording in the field, for
recordings to be mailed to distant points and those subjected to
frequent handling. Thousands of monograms are used by the
military services of the United Nations and by the larger radio
stations for delayed broadcasts. Made in all sizes, 6, 8, 10, 12 and
16 inches. Order a sample package of 10 discs today.

PRESTO
RECORDING CORP.
242 WEST55thST. N.T.

...

In Other Cities, Phone
ATLANTA, Jack. 4372
BOSTON, Bel. 4510
CHICAGO, Her 4240 CLEVELAND, Me. 1565 DALLAS, 37093
DENVER,
Ch. 4277
HOLLYWOOD, Hit. 9133
KANSAS
DETROIT, Univ. -0180
Vic.
4631
MINNEAPOLIS,
Atlantic
4216
MONTREAL,
Mar.
6368
CITY,
TORONTO, Hud. 0333
PHILADELPHIA, PennY 0542
ROCHESTER,
Cul. 5548
FRANCISCO,
SAN
Su. 8854
SEATTLE, Sen. 2560
WASHINGTON, D. C., Shop. 4003 -Dist. 1640
1

World's Largest Manufacturers of Instantaneous Sound Recording Equipment and Discs

Clinical Use
How effectively and to what extent
the RA-281 may be applied to the study
of "heart cases" remains to be determined. At present, however, it has
been learned that the RA -281 may be
used in conjunction with the cardiograph. The electric cardiograph, as it
is used, reveals irregularity of heart
action by graphically registering the
comparative duration and intensity of
the heart's movements. The degree to
which duration and intensity of the
heart cycle vary from the established
normal help to ascertain the serious-
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ness of the irregularity. By using the
RA -281 in conjunction with the cardiograph, physicians can now determine
what part of the heart cycle is responsible for any abnormal heart action
chart( (I by the cardio:;rat h.
USING SLIDE RULE

[Continued from page 18]

jX
or Z = R
If the unknown is the reactance X
as shown in equation (3) and expressed as in equation (7), our simplified formula for slide rule operation
becomes
Z

=VR2 +X2,

:

2

.\

(7R

=R

Note that we now subtract 1 where
formerly we added 1.
Let us take a few examples and solve
them.
Example 1:
If Z = R + j, then when R = 47
and j = 15, Z =-\/ 472 + 152
To follow our outlined slide rule procedure we set 15 on scale C to 47 on
scale D. The square of that division
is then read on scale A above the left hand index of B, and is 19.8. We add
one to 19.8 and so set the left -hand
index of scale B to 10.8 on scale A.
Move slide to 15 on scale C and read
answer on D. This answer is 49.5 ohms.
The phase angle is the angle whose
tangent = X/R or 47/15. The tangent
as found on the rule is then 3.2. The
angle is readily found by placing the
right -hand index of scale C over 3.2 on
scale D and reading the angle on tangent scale on the reverse side of the
slide. The angle found is subtracted
from 90 degrees to give the phase
angle, since the tangent is over 1. We
find the angle to be 17° 25' so the phase
angle is 72° 35'.
Example 2:
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= 50 ohms
R = 15 ohms
and we wish to solve for X, we set 15
on scale C to 50 on scale D. Read result squared above the left -hand index
of B on A as 11.2. Subtract one from
this and set left -hand index of B to
10.2 on A. Adjust slide to 15 on C and
read answer under that on D. The
answer is then 47.6 ohms. The phase
angle is the angle whose tangent is
X/R or 47.6/15. The tangent is then
3.17 and the angle found by the same
procedure, as in Example 1, is 73 degrees.
From the above the technician should
be able to greatly facilitate solutions
of vector analysis as applied to series
circuits and their use in series -parallel
If Z

arrangements.
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PARTS STANDARDIZATION

[Continued from page 28]

groups to set up standards for dry electrolytic capacitors, air dielectric cap pacitors, transformers, tube sockets,
plugs and connectors, batteries, hookup wire, and solder and methods of
soldering.
In all the standardization work of the
War Committee on Radio, the cooperation between representatives of the
War and Navy Departments and of
industry has been whole hearted and
unceasing. Standards established on

such a basis are not only sound from
an engineering standpoint but also
from a production standpoint, since
both aspects have been considered during the progress of the standardization
and simplification work and a satisfactory balance struck.

Inspection Made Easy
Not the least advantage to both industry and the Armed Forces of these
new American War Standards is the
clear, concise instruction for sampling
and inspection given in each standard,
which should do much to end unnecessary controversies between inspectors
and manufacturers.

Also important to both the engineers
of the Armed Forces and the equipment
manufacturers is the assembling for
the first time in each standard of all
the important design and usage data
for the particular component under
consideration. This information has
only been available to a very limited
number of engineers in the Armed
Forces and in the laboratories of the
largest equipment manufacturers. Now
it is available to everyone who can
properly make use of .the information.
With the adoption of these recognized standards, design laboratories will
be able to build preliminary shop
models using standard parts from the
start, thus saving much time on the
part of production engineers when they
find it necessary to redesign such early
models for production purposes.
THIS MONTH

[Continued

it-

Tough and they can take
And so can the
these PT's
planes subs
warships -and
every combat unit of the Allies
For the Heart of Communications- Ken -Rad Radio Tubes
are working with them
and
they are doing a grand job
You might be unable to get
Ken -Rad Tubes now for your
home set
But they'll be back
and how
Meantime you'll
rather than
wait
won't you
retard victory

...

-

-

from

page 60]

bers and numerous panels and committees of technical experts are to be appointed by the RTPB Chairman. Dr.
Baker is scheduled for the appointment
to the chairmanship.
The scope provides for technical
studies of radio spectrum frequency
allocations over which the FCC has
jurisdiction of assignment, and RTPB
primarily will formulate recommendations to the Commission for such allocations. Radio services now are virtually limited to frequencies tinder 100
megacycles, but experimental work is
being clone tip to 3,000 megacycles.
Many technical experts and scientists will be drafted for the RTPB
work, on its panels and committees,
provided in the organization draft.
The Board itself will be composed of
representatives of industry groups,
such as Interdepartmental Radio Advisory Committee (IRAC), of government officials, including Army and
Navy National Association of Broadcasters, American Radio Relay League,
and other regularly constituted radio
groups and including all chairmen of
the RTPB panels.
;

TEST EQUIPMENT DELIVERIES

After May 1, deliveries of radio and
radar test equipment will he made in
accordance with schedules determined
under M - 293 instead of preference
ratings, it was stated at a recent meeting of the Test Equipment Industry

KENiR
RADIO TUBES INCANDESCENT LAMPS TRANSMITTING TUBES

O W E N S

B

O R O

K E N T U C K Y

Advisory Committee with the Radio
and Radar Division of the War Production Board.
Buyers of test equipment will fill in
Form 556, on the basis of which the
placement and delivery of new orders
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will be determined. These forms, available at WPB regional offices, Nvill be
submitted to the WPB Radio and Radar Division for approval, and the approved forms will be attached to pur-

chase orders.
While it is expected that buyers no
longer will be able to trump each
other's bids for equipment with triple
A ratings, they will be able, under restrictions, to obtain directives for
prompt delivery. However, requests
for such directives will he scrutinized
more closely, leading to a swift reduction in the number of them in force,
it was said.
Elmer Crane, Chief of the Components Section, said that while deliveries of test equipment no longer would
be subject to the competition of priority ratings, production would continue to be expedited by the use of
ratings to purchase components and
materials. Since supplies of these components, consisting of resistors, condensers and other equipment, are not
as tight as those of test apparatus,
schedules of the component producers
will not be upset.
Since test equipment purchase orders hereafter are to carry \\'PB approval on Form 556, manufacturers receiving purchase orders without such
approval should return them to their
customers, it was stated. Jobbers, like
manufacturers, are to see to it that
their customers receive approval on
Form 556, and that the approved form
is sent with the purchase order to the
producer.

been a director of the corporation since
1932, was elected assistant vice president.
J. E. Brown, Zenith's engineer specialist in television and frequency modulation since 1937, was elected assistant vice president.

G. E. Gustafson, who has been with
the company since 1925, has held the
post of chief engineer since 1933, and
has been assistant vice president since
1940, was elected vice president in
charge of engineering.
R. D. Burnet, who joined the company in 1924 and has been controller
and assistant treasurer since 1929, was
also elected secretary, replacing Lieutenant- Colonel John R. Howland who
resigned to enter the Army.
Karl E. Hassel, engineering executive, who with Commander McDonald and Ralph Mathews was an original
founder of the company and who has

*
PECK TO COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

Arthur G. Peck, studio engineer for
Columbia Broadcasting System, at
WCCO, Minneapolis -St. Paul, has resigned to become a member of the staff
of the Airborne Instruments Laboratories of Columbia University on Long
Island.

N
!Better
Performance

with Jiwittsner

lign -:1 irVV.. I'oiliI(1II 4f1, :8:

*

ONSTAD APPOINTED PRESIDENT OF
THORDARSON

Many years of engineering research developed the
Meissner "Align- Aire" Condensers to meet the
exacting performance requirements of high fre-

R. E. Onstad, formerly Vice President and General Manager of Thordarson Electric Manufacturing Company
of Chicago has been elevated to the
post of President and General Manager, following the resignation of C.
H. Thordarson as President. Mr.
Thordarson, who founded the Company nearly a half century ago, and
who is now nearly 76 years of age, will
continue to lend his talents to the organization as technical consultant.
At the same time the Board of Directors announced the above changes,
L. G. Winney, former Treasurer, was
named Vice President and Treasurer,
and \V. R. Mahoney, formerly connected with Arthur Anderson and Company, was elected \,sistant Treasurer.

quency circuits.
Meissner Align -Aire "midget" units are encased in
newly developed low loss yellow bakelite number
16444 and occupy extremely small space ... only
lid' in diameter 114i" long
are ideal trimmer
for high frequency coils. Midget Align -Aire Condensers are exceptionally stable. Capacity range
1 to 12 MMFD. Samples sent upon request.

...

1

.

rnilnble only on proper priorities

*
ZENITH ANNOUNCES NEW OFFICERS

Four new officers it the Zenith
Radio Corporation were elected at the
last meeting of the board of directors,
it was announced by Commander E.
F. McDonald, Jr., Zenith president.

*

MT. CARMEL,

ILLINOIS

"l'RE/'iSll/\-11111.T ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS.'
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Mr. Peck has been on the staff at
WCCO for the past six years. During
that time he had also acted as technical supervisor for Beck Recording Studios of Minneapolis. He was educated
at the University of Minnesota, majoring in communications.
For the past year Art has been Secretary - Treasurer of the Twin City
Chapter of the Institute of Radio Engineers. He will assume his new duties
about May 10th.
*

HILLIARD APPOINTED
PRIORITY DIRECTOR

ROSE

Victor J. Andrew, president of the
Victor J. Andrew Company, has announced the appointment of Rose Hilliard as Priority Director.

PRINCE HUEI admired the skill of his cook

in

cutting up

bullock. "Sire," replied the cook, "a good cook wears out
a chopper once a year-an ordinary cook one a month. But I
have had this chopper nineteen years, and its edge is as if
fresh from the whetstone."
-CHUANGTSE, The Preservation of Life
a

The Erwood organization may likewise point to its experience -over twenty years in the electronics field.
We like to do difficult jobs. Today we are fully engaged in
doing just that for the war effort. When peace comes, this
experience will be available to you in the new and changed
electronics era which lies ahead.

/,

The I:rwood Coln pa lay
223 WEST ERIE STREET

TOO, FIGHT

Wfa

aR PEACE

CHICAGO, II.L.

%

/

Victor

J.

Andrew and Rose Hilliard

Rose Hilliard is well known in industry and comes to the Victor J. Andrew Company from the Columbia
Broadcasting System where she served
as a technician in the engineering department.

"

/Id/1.r

OXFORD -TARTAK ELECTS TWO
VICE PRESIDENTS

Paul H. Tartak, President of Oxford - Tartak Radio Corporation, of
3911 -3929 South Michigan Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois, announces the election of Alexander M. Amt and Karl
A. Kopetzky as Vice -Presidents.
Mr. Arnt is in charge of production.

,f

Lafayette

is doing its part to win the war...and the
peace that must surely follow. We play the important part of speeding
the war effort by supplying emergency requirements of radio, sound
and electronic parts to all branches of the armed forces as well as to
manufacturers and sub- contractors. Lafayette is in there fighting to
save you time by supplying all of your needs in one order -quickly!

while Mr. Kopetzky, besides continuing his executive duties, will take
charge of electronic developments occasioned by the firm's war conversion
and expansion.
The corporation in peace times was
one of the foremost manufacturers of
loud- speakers. With war conversion.
it branched out into electronic devices,
range filters and transmitters.

Now it is no longer necessary to comb the.field to find the
various parts you need. Due to Lafayette's extensive buying facilities
and large, diversified stocks, one order (no matter how large or how
small) will bring quick deliveries on all of your requirements.
Free catalog- Radio, Sound
and Electronic Parts-Dept. SF

ALLEN APPOINTED ERIE WORKS
MANAGER

Quirk Ueiirrrlex on Radio, Sound and Eiretronlr Parts"

Erie Resistor Corporation, Erie, Pa..
announces the appointment of Mr. J.
M. Allen as Works Manager.
Mr. Allen is well known in the radio
industry, having been actively connected with many phases of radio work
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since 1923, when he joined Fansteel
Products Corporation at North Chicago, Ill. He was superintendent of

radio receiver manufacturing for Fan steel during the latter part of his connection there.
In 1930 he went to Stewart Warner
Corporation as superintendent of radio
receivers and component parts.-

J.

dour/

M. Allen

In 1934 he joined Fairbanks -Morse
in Chicago as manager of radio manu-

facturing.
A year later Mr. Allen went to
R.C.A. at Camden where he was successively coordinator of inspection and
test laboratories and in charge of purchasing of all radio receiver production
materials.
When R.C.A. created its Bloomington, Indiana works in 1940, Mr. Allen
was in charge of organizing the manufacturing facilities, and served as
works manager until shortly after tilt
first of the year, when he resigned to
come to Erie Resistor.

Buy War Bonds and Stamps

rnx

DX CRYSTAL CO.
GENERAL OFFICES: 1801

ACIC

anti

JACK HORNER JOINS BURTON BROWNE

XTALS

W. CARROLL AVE., CHICAGO, ILL., U.S.A.

ad°s

by R

EICOR

Jack I turner, well known in advertising art circles, has joined the art department of Burton Browne Advertising, Chicago. 1\Ir. Horner resigned a
similar position with a Muncie, Indiana
organization.

*

RADIOMARINE PROMOTES
MACKENTY

John Gilman 11IacKenty, for many
years Assistant to the Vice President
of Radio Corporation of America in
charge of RCA Laboratories, has been
elected Vice President and General
Manager, and Director, of Radiomarine
Corporation of America, Charles J.
Pannill, President of Radiomarine Corporation, has announced.
Mr. MacKenty, who has been a member of the staff of Radio Corporation
of America for twenty -one years, has
been in charge of foreign license contracts of RCA since 1930. After attending Sheffield Scientific School of
; .

,

*
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Dynamotors go into action right from
the take -off. They furnish the necessary
high voltage and current for radio
communications, direction - finders,
compasses, and other aircraft equipment which enable our men to reach
theirobjective, attack and return safely.
EICOR DYNAMOTORS have
earned their fine reputation through
years of exacting service in both the
commercial and military communications fields.
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IYale University, he became associated
with the Sales Department of RCA in
1922.
W.

G. WAGENER NOW CHIEF ENGINEER OF HEINTZ AND KAUFMAN

The appointment of Winfield G.
Wagener as chief engineer of Heintz
and Kaufman, Ltd., has just been announced by the company. Mr. Wagener
has been associated with the firm for
five years, during which time he has
been working out practical applications
of vacuum tubes in UHF circuits, and
has headed up the development of two
new tubes for military service.

Wagener graduated from the University of California in 1928 with honors in electrical engineering, and obtained his master's degree while on a
John W. Mackay scholarship at that
university. He later did postgraduate
work under Dr. F. E. Terman at Stanford.

AN ARMY

*

WITHOUT RADIO

HAZELTINE ENGINEER ACCEPTS
NAVY POST

ITHOUT swift dependable communication in
these days of lightning war.
American fighting equipment would be practically
useless. Radio today is
helping to give our armies
strength and the power to
win over the enemy. And
on scattered battle fronts

John Kelly Johnson for many years
engineer in charge of the Hazeltine
laboratories in Chicago has resigned
his position as senior engineer in Hazeltine Electronics Corporation in order to accept the position of Special
Representative assigned to the Office
of Procurement and Material of the
Office of the Under -Secretary of the
Navy. He will assume his new duties
with headquarters in Washington, D. C.
immediately.

throughout the world,
BUD Products are daily

proving their dependability
under all the conditions of

NON -FACTORY SET PRICE CEILINGS

war.

To provide a precise method of determining maximum prices on radios
and phonographs assembled by retailers and distributors the Office of Price
\dministration will issue shortly a new,

BUD RADIO, Inc.
CLEVELAND

OHIO

MAY,
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regulation controlling the price ceilings
for such sets.
Coming under the new regulations
will be a scattered number of radio distributors, retailers and brokers who,
since the summer of 1942, have become assemblers of household phonograph and radio receiving sets. By
comparison with full - fledged manufacturing procedures, their operations
are relatively simple, consisting of the
mounting of a fully- assembled chassis
with a speaker, and frequently with a
phonograph pickup mechanism into a
finished cabinet.
Specifically excluded from the new
regulation will be regular manufacturers of radios. They will continue
under Revised Price Schedule No. 83
(Radio Receivers and Phonographs).
Manufacturers are practically removed
from production of such sets, by Limitation Orders L -44A and L -183 issued
by the War Production Board. However, these WPB orders do not prevent placing a chassis manufactured
in accordance with the terms of the
orders, into a cabinet.

COAXIAL CABLES

... for Radio

*

Noo"

"Attention!"

VICTOR J. ANDREW co.

If coaxial

ME\''

LITERATURE

CRYSTAL ACCESSORIES BULLETIN

Engineering Bulletin No. 201 describing a line of new fixtures and accessories has been made available by
the Philips Metalix Corporation. These
Philips accessories and fixtures will
greatly extend the usefulness and versatility of the Philips X-Ray Quartz
Analysis Apparatus. A few of the fixtures listed in this bulletin are Crystal
Blank Holders, Rotating Wafer and
Rotating Crystal Blank Holders, Edge
Correction Holder, Angle Correction
Holder and Bragg Angle Scale. Copies
of Bulletin No. 201 can he obtained by
writing to the Philips Metalix Corporation, 419 Fourth Avenue, New York
City.

Transmission Lines

The VICTOR J. ANDREW CO., pioneer manufacturer
of coaxial cables, is now in a position to take additional orders, in any
quantity, for all sizes of ceramic insulated coaxial cables and accessories.
The Andrew Co. engineering staff, specialists in all applications of coaxial
cables and accessories, will be pleased to make recommendations to meet
your particular requirements.
cables are your
problem
write for new
catalog showing complete
line of coaxial cables and
accessories.

...

363 East 75th Street, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

ANTENNA EQUIPMENT

AST AT C'S
I

MICROPHONE
CONTRI BUTION
Greater
Speed and Dependability
in Wartime Radio
Communication
To

*

"PREFERRED TYPE CAPACITORS"

Solar Capacitor Sales Corporation,
Bayonne, N. J., announce the adoption
of a new policy of capacitor standardization, in anticipation of inevitable
Government- enforced standardization.
New Catalogs V -1 and V -2 have
been issued, illustrating a minimum
number of types specifically designed
for a maximum number of applications.

0

D N

!series

ftirn,phun.

*

In highly important branches of the military service,
where every second is precious and operating efficiency is imperative,
Astatic GDN Series Dynamic Microphones are doing a great job.
Unaffected by wide variations in temperature, sturdy and efficient,
GDN Series Microphones stand the test of rigid government requirements. Designed with tilting head and interchangeable plug and
socket connector. Recommended for use with Astatic's exclusive
grip -to -Talk Desk Stand embodying an efficient relay operating
OFF -ON switch for remote control of transmitters and amplifiers.
Finishes available in official army and navy shades.

*

ALLIED'S RADIO CIRCUIT HANDBOOK

l'ublished by Allied Radio Corporation, 833 West Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois. Price, 10c.
A new publication containing radio
and electronic circuits with analyses,

*
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BRAKES
DI -Acro Brake forms non -stock
angles, channels or "vet's ". Right
or left hand operation. Folding

SHEARS
1)1-Acro Shear squares and sizes

material. cuts stripe, makes Slits or
notches. trims duplicated stamp,_
«I, grit widths
",r. 2'.

-8

tcldths

- fï

,

BENDERS

Db-Acro Bowler bends angle, channel, rod, tubing, wire, moulding,
strip stork, etc., 2 sizes. ('apacity
up 1t, ' cold rolled steel bar.

12", IS".

comparisons, and discussions. The
method of presentation was especially
planned to make this book a useful text
for the classroom and for home study
as well as a reliable guide for experimenters and builders. Fundamental
principles of radio are illustrated and
explained in sixteen basic circuits.
The application of these principles to
various components of receivers, transmitters, and other electronic units is
shown in twenty -five additional circuits
of conventional radio and electronic
units. A schematic and pictorial diagram is shown for each unit, ranging
from simple one -tube sets to super heterodynes.

WOMEN AT WAR

ALLIED'S
ROOIO-LI11[UIT

Hon0000N

Saving Man Hours and Critical Materials

Send for Catalog
"METAL DUPLICATING

--

\u delay waiting for dies p.u-t, read) tlnickel deliveries speeded up
all to bring the Victory
sooner! Women are rapidly taking a major place on
the industrial front. DI -ACRO Precision Machines
Shears, Brakes, Benders are ideally suited for
use by women in making duplicated parts accurate
to .001"
DIE -LESS DUPLICATING. Thousands of
DI -ACRO Machines are now in use in War plants.

-

WITHOUT DIES"
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ON
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8th Avenue So..
Minneapolis, Minn.
346
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This well- prepared booklet should
prove to be very useful as a supplementary text for radio classes. Forty
pages, 81/2"x 11".
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SAVE TIME

FREE
Most Complete, Up -to -Dote

1943 BUYING GUIDE*

Condensers

Transformers
Resistors
Rheostats
Relays

Swi'ches
Rectifiers
Tubes
Wirs & Cable

Batteries

Sockets
Test Equip.

Power Supplies
Converters
Public Address
Intercom
Photo Cells
Coils
Tools
Receivers

... SPEED

PROCUREMENT

Our specialized service greatly simplifies
your procurement problems. You get
everything you need in Electronics and
Radio faster, easier from this one dependable, central source. Over 10,000 items
for laboratories, maintenance and production, for war training and combat. Our
large stocks speed delivery of emergency
needs. Our experienced staff is ready to
help you. If you do not have your copy of
the new streamlined 1943 Allied Buying
it's Free.
Guide, send for it now
Write, Wire or Phone Haymarket 6800.

...

ALLIED RADIO CORPORATION
833 W. Jackson Blvd., Dept. 14 -E -3, Chicago

ALLIED RADIO

"21 Electric Gages to Aid Production" is the subject of a new 8 -page
article reprint (GEA - 3991) recently
issued by the General Electric Company. The leaflet describes the functions of the twenty -one gages, and
contains a chart showing schematic
representations of electric gage circuit
applications.
Included among the gages described
and illustrated in the leaflet are thickness, magnetic, electrolimit, pressure,
strain, and eccentricity gages. These
arc some of the most important gage
types in use today. They perform a
variety of unique gaging functions and
represent, in many cases, the practical
solutions to many gaging problems.

G -E

AIRCRAFT POWER PACKAGE

The G-E power package for aircraft
is described in a new, illustrated 4 -page
bulletin (GEA -3968) recently issued by
the General Electric Company. The
bulletin illustrates and describes the
three types in which the compact power
package is furnished and explains the
use for which each type is desirable.
The bulletin also describes in detail
the unusual number of functions incorporated in each power package
motor, brake, gears, clutch, limit
switch, and load release.
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BULLETIN ON "DIEFLEX"

f

¶,oDYNAMOTORS
Are OnThe JobTo GetThem

OVER THE SPOT

Insulation \lanufacturers Corp., 565
\Vest Washington Blvd., Chicago, Ill.,
have issued a 4 -page bulletin on "Die flex" varnished tubing products and
"Fiberglas" base sleeving and tubing.
Data is also included on Dieflex wire
identification markers. Copies of the
bulletin are available on request to the
manufacturer.

No Time

for

*

NEW CALLITE CATALOG
In their attractive new 36 -page, illus-

trated, two -color catalog, Callite Tungsten Corporation discusses the design,
manufacture and application of electrical contacts of silver, platinum, tungsten, molybdenum and a variety of
other metals and alloys. Covering types
of contacts, their physical size and
shape, and the particular applications
to which each metal and alloy is best
suited, this new catalog offers the design and production engineer a complete story on electrical contacts. The
book also illustrates and gives specifications of typical standard contacts designed and manufactured by Callite.
Catalog No. 152 is available on request
at the main office of the Callite Tungsten Corporation, Union City, New
Jersey.

*

NEW RCA WAR -EDITION TUBE GUIDE

A new and completely revised edition

Winco Dynamotors are alto "dish it out"

ways ready

whether in the numbing
or
cold of the stratosphere
in the flaming desert heat.
Right on the ¡ob-constant
and reliable -they supply
power that will keep your
communications clear and

intelligible.

Simple or complex, whatwe
ever your specifications,
believe Winco will meet
them. Already our engineers
have done marvels in light.

ening weight, increasing

efficiency and eliminating
serhash. They are at your
vice for new or special dewire
signs. Simply write or
course.
us. No obligation, of

of the RCA Guide for Transmitting
Tubes, designed especially for radio
engineers and technicians in the
armed service and war industries, has
just been published and is available
through all RCA power tube distributors.
Written originally and carried
through in the three earlier editions
as a catalog for tube users, the present
or fourth edition of the Guide transforms the booklet into an effective instrument of war. In 72 pages of circuit
designs, photographs and technical details it supplies a wealth of information invaluable to every engineer and
experimenter.
AMPERITE AUTOMATIC BALLAST TUBE
Amperite Company, 561 Broadw.t
New York, N. Y., have issued a 4 -page

folder covering the specifications, characteristics and applications of their new
Automatic Ballast -Regulating Tube, an
automatic rheostat designed to keep the
current in a circuit at a definite value,
regardless of supply voltage. Copies
on request to manufacturer.
*
Dynamotor
n'soperating
mm
cnr,o
riCtioney 1
all

altitudes and temperatures.

ItADIO1,

*

[

COI,ONATION

Stuff Today
Our force, the largest
in our history is

hitting

the production ball at

a

.400 clip for Uncle Sam
and our Allies, and every

person in our employ is

a

"Minute Man" in buying
bonds.

Yes, sir

-we are in the

"Big League" and we will
continue lining them out

until the scrap

is over.

HENRY FORSTER
President

RADIO SPEAKERS
INCORPORATED

NEW V. I. ANDREW CATALOG

elljgned

NIMCMAx4

Minor League

-

SIOUX CITY. IOWA

The Victor J. Andrew Co., 363 East
75th St., Chicago, Ill., have issued for
distribution to manufacturers, engineers, etc., an 18 -page catalog covering
the company's complete line of Coaxial
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TRANSFORMERS THAT

FIGHT

Cables and Accessories, such as Terminals, Gas Equipment, and Fittings,
as well as the Andrew Direct Reading
Phase Monitor, Remote Indicating Antenna Ammeter, and Andrew Tower
Lighting Equipment. Copies of the
catalog may be obtained from the

manufacturer.

BATTLES

NEW R.C.P. BULLETIN

AND
BREAK

PRODUCTION
BOTTLE -NEONS
On the battle fronts of the world Acme
Transformers are giving a good account of themselves. If you, too, need
transformers that are built to meet
emergency performance beyond the requirements of the application, then get
in touch with Acme Electric transformer
specialists.

Bulletin No. 127 describing new additions to the R.C.P. line of electrical
and electronic instruments has been
released by the Radio City Products
Co., Inc.
This bulletin describes the new model 703 Signal Generator, Model 419
Master Multi- tester in three models,
Models 416 and 418 Pocket Multitesters
and the Model 446 A A.C. -D.C. Multi tester.
Copy of Bulletin No. 127 may be
had on application to the Radio City
Products Co., Inc., 127 W. 26 Street,
New York City.
TELECAST ADVERTISING PREVIEWS

How will tell ion programs be paid
for? The answer to that question is now
being prepared even though television
is necessarily a war casualty. Allen B.
Du Mont Laboratories, Inc., operating
television station W2XWV at 515
Madison Avenue in New York City,
are inviting broadcasters, advertisers
and advertising agencies to take part
in studying and experimenting with
telecasting technique without cost for
studio and station facilities so that the
sponsorship angle can round out the engineering and programing angles already worked out to a high degree.
With the signing of the peace, therefore, telecasting will be all set to go
on a truly commercial basis.
For months past Station W2XWV
has been on the air each Sunday evening with a scheduled program of proi

Sealed -case transformers for air -borne communication equipment. These transformers successfully withstand climatic and temperature conditions of the steaming tropics or the intense cold
of the 40,010 ft. altitude.
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transfor m e r
for transmitter. 33,000

volt,

1.8

ampere

sec-

ondary, 230
volt, 60 cycle
primary.

A manually operated full

stepless voltage

range

control unit, from 0 to
135 volt. Regulation ac-

to within 4/10
adjustment. Not a
regulator; output voltage is independent of load. Panel and
portable types. R'rite for
curate

volt

resistance

Bulletin

THE

150.

ACME

55 Water St.

ELECTRIC

&

MFG.

CO.

Cuba, New York
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fessional entertainment. Now in adtli
tion to the Sunday evening progra,:
which is serving to formulate the studi
technique and to train a telecast per
sonnel under the direction of Program
Director Will Baltin, the Du Mont organization aims to study and formulaic
a satisfactory advertising or sponsorship practice in collaboration with those
,:ceking to be identified with the business end of future television.
To broadcasters, Du Mont extends
an invitation to come to \V2YWV and
survey at first hand the operations of
a telecasting station.

sched-

production
WHEN
ules are tight, it's
than ever important
that you specify DRAKE for
the Pilot Light Assemblies
you need! For, as the "world's
more

largest exclusive manufacturer-. we've developed efUNIVERSAL ERECTS ANNEX

Microphone Co., Inglewood, Cal-, in April erected a two story
annex adjacent to Building No. 2 that
will enlarge the floor space by one
half. Extension of the war production
department will be made for the first
story with lathes and other equipment.
while the second story will be devoted
to the administrative force, including
a newly installed cost accounting de-

Universal

give quality and
perfr.rmance unequalled, we believe, in the history
of this industry!
NEWEST

partment.

WANT OUR
CATALOGUE?

DRAKE MANUFACTURING CO.
CHICAGO,

1713 W. HUBBARD ST.

Here's

** *
WRITE FOR
INFORMATION
* *

*

ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS
MFG. CORP.
7300 Huron River Drive
DEXTER, MICHIGAN

TECH NICANA

S. A.

U

[Continued front rope 13]

How

You Can Qualify for

the material along. At the same timt.
they act as plates which set up a small
electromagnetic field of radio -frequency current. As this current passes
through the material, heat is generated by dielectric loss, or, in other
words, by the struggle of the current
to get through the closely packed molecules of matter which compose the ma-

a

BETTER RADIO JOB!
CREI technical training
is preparing others /or
good -paying radio jobs
WHY NOT YOU?

-

terial. The heat causes thermoplastics
to fuse, or weld, in a tight bond.
Somewhat similar in appearance and
operation to the conventional sewiti
machine, the radio device derives ilcurrent from a low -power radio -elet
tronic oscillator. A small electric nit
tor drives the roller wheels. Controls
are in a foot pedal.

Are you finding yourself in a routine job
job that any other man can handle
just as well as you? Today, radio JOBS are
many -but radio CAREERS are few? Now
is the opportune time for you to equip
yourself with the necessary technical training to qualify for an important engineering
position with a sound future.
Now when industry needs men, is the
time for you to investigate radio career
training. Your radio experience backed by
modern CREI technical training will equip
you to share in the good -paying jobs that
await trained men
and to make good
in the important positions that lead to security and happiness!

-a

.

* *
Assemblies

methods and machinery for
producing in large volume,
War's greatly increased demand found us ready to
manufacture and ship big
quantities faster than ever
considered possible under
critical shortage conditions.
The patented Drake
Assemblies of today

YOU

JK26 JK48 JACKS

FT243 CRYSTAL HOLDERS

Radio and Electrical

ficient, high -speed precision

DO

CURRENTLY
PRODUCING

.

Write for Details

About CREI Home Study Courses

If you are a professional radioman and want to make
more money- let us prove to

you we have something you
need to qualify for the BETTER career-job opportunities
that can be yours. To help
intelligently answer your
sus

inquiry- PLEASE STATE
BRIEFLY YOUR EDUCATION. RADIO EXPERIENCE AND PRESENT
POSITION.

Free Booklet Sent

CAPITOL RADIO

ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Dept.

RA5

3221 -16th

112ADIOli

St..

*

N.W..

Wash mot.,

D.

C.

6327 Guilford Avenue
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

BURSTEIN-APPLEBEE CO.
1012 -14 McGee St. Kansas City, Mo.
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NEW PRODUCTS

ADVERTISING INDEX
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U. S . ARMY
SIGNAL CORPS
U. S. NAVY

APPROVED

NAF-1136-1
PL-68, PL-54
PL-55, JK-26
JK-43, PL-291
NAF-212938-1

end discs and tie rods hold the cases
together and provide further rigidity.
The single shaft passes through and
locks with each rotor in the stack. The
finished assembly is to all mechanical
intents and purposes a single control
with a plurality of independent sections
for as many independent circuits. All
units of the control of course pass
through the same degree of rotation as
the single shaft is rotated. Individual
units can be of any standard resistance, taper, taps and hop -offs to meet
individual circuit requirements.
"42" Series Controls are necessarily
made on special order only, since the
number of sections and the values vary
from one application to another. Units
with as many as 20 sections are being produced for critical applications.
"POLECTRON" SYNTHETIC

Prompt Deliveries
UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO LTD
424 WARREN LANE
INGLEWOOD, CALIFORNIA
,
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Recent announcement of the development of "Polectron" Synthetic by the
Americanized General Aniline & Film
Corp., as the basic substance in mica
replacement materials, has sharply
focused attention on the important
place strategic mica, now largely imported from India, is playing in the
war.
The original patent and technical research records from which "Polectron" Synthetic was developed became
a military secret when the control of
General Aniline, formerly enemy owned, was invested in the Alien Property Custodian. Facilities of the company were immediately directed toward
increased war production, and an expanded program of research and development was instituted by the new
board of managing directors under the
chairmanship of Robert E. McConnell.
One of the first war projects undertaken was the industrial production of
a synthetic replacement material for
high grade mica to reduce the drain
from our supply on hand.

,Oegohma.
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FOR QUARTZ CRYSTAL PRODUCTION
It -Inch

LAP UNIT
14 -inch

Power
Feed

DIAMOND
SAW

,angea.

Used by

U.S. Gov't.

Although some older designs are no longer
obtainable, several alternate models are available to you under Government requirements.
TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO., BLUFFTON, OHIO

Send for
Literature to
Covington Lapidary
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Bliley Electric Co.
Bud Radio, Inc.
Burstein -Applebee Co.
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Capitol Radio Engineering Inst. 75
51
Centralab
Chicago Telephone Supply Co.40, 41
13
Connecticut Tel. & Elec. Div
76
Covington Lapidary Eng. Co
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Crystal Products Co.
75

Drake Manufacturing Co.
DX Crystal Co.
Echophone Radio Co.
Editors & Engineers
Eicor, Inc.
Eitel- McCullough, Inc.
Electronic Laboratories, Inc
Electronic Products Mfg. Corp
Electro -Voice Mfg. Co., Inc
Erwood Company, The

Hallicrafters Co., The
Hytron Corp.
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62
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53
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75
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Cover 3

International Resistance Co.....

9

Jefferson- Travis Radio Corp...
Jensen Radio Mfg. Co.

It)

Ken -Rad Tube & Lamp Corp...

66

Lafayette Radio Corp.
Lenz Electric Mfg. Co.
Meck In(lustries, John

68
42

7

Cover 4

Meissner Mfg. Co.
Muter Co., The

67

National Union Radio Corp

39

Ohmite Mfg. Co.
O'Neil -Irwin Mfg. Co.

57
72

Pioneer Gen -E -Motor
Presto Recording Corp.

65
64

Racon Electric Co.
Radell Corp.
Radio Speakers, Inc.
Rola Co., Inc.

49

74

75
73
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63
Shallcross Mfg. Co.
61
Shure Brothers
59
Standard Transformer Corp
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc. 47
76
Triplett Elec. Inst. Co.
8
Turner Co., The
United Transformer Co.....Cover 2
76
Universal Microphone Co.
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Utah Radio Products Co.

Wilcox Electric Co., Inc.
Wincharger Corporation
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Andrew Co., Victor J.
Astatic Corp., The

Engineering Co.
Redlands, Cal.

76
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Acme Electric & Mfg. Co.
Alliance Mfg. Co.
Allied Radio Corp.
American Automatic Elec. Sales
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Gertrude Fontaine, mount operator
at Hytron's Salem plant, and soldier
in the

Army of Production.

Miss Fontaine concentrates her nimble fingers and
keen young eyes (assisted by a microscope) upon

spot -welding and assembling minute parts of

On another floor, a

Hytron engineer

them

-

and all of us at Hytron

-

giving lavishly, night and day, of his long training and

is

experience as he designs and develops

a 954.

new War tube in record time. The driving force urging

a

on to superhuman

effort, stems from

single thought, a single

a

purpose: to supply our courageous fighting men with tools to win. Hytron employees have but
one goal

-

a

mounting flood of top -quality tubes to serve as the "hearts" of electronic and

radio equipment helping our boys to blast the way to speedy and permanent Victory.
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TYPE OF CUT
AND FREQUENCY
We have facilities for producing crystals to all
temperature co- efficient and absolute frequency
specifications. Our engineers have wide expe-

rience with all crystal types. In our Special
Crystal Division we are ready to undertake
NOW the development and production of any
spec:al and exacting crystal types that may
assis: you in -he war effort. if it's "Rush" phone!

i.
,i

Ote

-

CRYSTAL SERVICE DIVISION

PLYMOUTH THREE THREE

JOHN MECK INDUSTRIE
:

PLYMOUTH

,

INDIANA
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